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SUMMARY

Currently, Lelystad Airport growth caused fierce social protest due to low flying aircraft and its
disturbance on residents, nature and recreation. Parallel to this, another debate addresses
large-scale mortality of grazers after the winter of 2018 in Oostvaardersplassen, which caused
fierce public unrest against the grazer management approach. Potential conflicts between
flights and nature area, provide an opportunity for my thesis to look for common ground for
appreciation between both debates.

Guided by technical starting points, I first located potentials for both design assignments,
including potential for water storage to enhance circular water use, and nature development to
facilitate migration. More importantly, focus was given to designing a legible story of the Knar.
It helped bind technical solutions by attaching new meanings (to both debates) related to local
landscape history instead of solely technical solutions. Specifically, it contributed to branding
Lelystad Airport and adding a culture-historical layer to nature development.

Conflicts in two debates are defined by qualitative discourse analysis through Dutch
newspaper NRC. In this thesis, conflicts of my focus are introduced regarding sustainability
of aviation, and mutuality between human space use and big grazer management. From
chosen theoretical lens, I further narrow down my design assignments as circular airport water
management and nature development potential to facilitate grazers’ migration.
Anslysis of the Designed landscape of Flevoland polders, reveals an understanding of the
landscape structure - the core and the ring. Particularly, the overlapping area of the ring
related to local landscape history – the Knar, is identified as the potential binding factor for two
debates.

Key words:
Social conflicts, airport circular water use, big grazers' migration, landscape design approach,
landscape story, the Knar, Knardijk
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to research context
Air transport on regional and global scale is expected to double in next 15 years due
to increasing economic importance of globalization of business or tourism. Despite
the importance of (mainly commercial) airports as vital hubs in the global and regional
economies, airport growth is constantly criticized for its dominance over environmental
issues and its ecological footprint (Freestone, 2009; Paling, Hooper, Thomas, 2014).

In the following chapters, I will introduce the research context of Lelystad Airport growth
and big grazer management in Oostvaardersplassen. Based on the understanding of social
discourses in both debates, I will pinpoint the design assignments for each debate from my
theoretical lens.
1.1.1 Lelystad Airport growth
1) Lelystad Airport growth in its broader context

Currently, in the Netherlands, the expansion of Lelystad Airport resulted in a fierce
debate among the government, environmentalists, ecologists, and inhabitants.
Parallel to this debate, another major public debate addresses grazer management of
Oostvaardersplassen. Potential conflicts between both flights and nature areas in current
debates (See chapter 4.2, 4.3), provide an opportunity to bind both debates, and look for
common ground for appreciation between Lelystad Airport growth and nature development
(figure 1.1).

Due to socio-ecological limitations, the capacity of air traffic at Schiphol will soon reach the
maximum (the limitation is 510,000 air traffic movements, and in 2013 there were already
425,565 ones). This transformed the strategy of Schiphol from a multi-functional airport into
a multiple airport network, together with Eindhoven Airport (cargo) and Lelystad Airport
(passengers) (figure 1.2). In this airport network, Lelystad Airport, was planned to take over
part of pressure from Schiphol, with a focus on mass-tourism destinations mainly by Low
Cost Carriers (Schiphol Group, 2014).

Schiphol Airport

Oostvaarderplassen

Lelystad Airport

Lelystad Airport

Eindhoven Airport

Figure 1.1 Locations of two debates
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Figure 1.2 Dutch Airport Network

Lelystad Airport is centrally located in the
Eastern Flevoland – one of the youngest
Flevoland polders that are well known for the
agricultural values and designed to safeguard
national food production (potatoes and
unions). The partition of large-scale farmland
parcels with expansive horizon, based on
the rigid and efficient drainage grid, forms
the distinctive landscape characteristic of
this low polder (Geuze, 2008). Moreover, the
airport is surrounded by various nature
areas including important components
of Natuurnetwerk Nederland (EHS) Oostvaardersplassen, Veluwe and several
large forest patches (figure 1.3).

Business Park
(A6 district)

Lelystad Airport growth is accompanied by infrastructure improvement. This includes
widening national highway A6 between Almere Buiten-Oost and Lelystad Airport to improve
landside accessibility, and A1/A6/A9 improvement linking Schiphol Airport-AmsterdamAlmere to accommodate enormous daily commuters (figure 1.4) (MIRT, 2018). Particularly,
there is missing link of local road from A6 as the main access to Lelystad Airport due to
traffic jam around the intersection of A6 and N302. As for the public transport, Lelystad
Airport is 6 km away from Train station Lelystad Centrum, without direct train connection.
Only a bus route connects airport to Lelystad city along N302. Thus the airport is only
accessible by car and bus. Besides, the current infrastructure linking the inland cities (mainly
N302) is incompatible with the airport growth considering more travelers from those areas in
the future (Kevin Knevels, 2016).
0

Business Park
(Flight district)
New terminal

New airstrip

0

25 km

25 km

Railway
Highway
Regional road
Planned Housing
Planned Business park
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Forest
Oostvaardersplassen
Water
Canal

Markermeer
Dronten
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Lelystad

Lelystad Airport

Hollandse Hout

Lelystad Airport

A6
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Oostvaardersplassen

N302

Almere Buiten-Oost

Knarbos
Pampushout

Amsterdam

Harderbos

Amsterdam

Almere

Almere
Oosterwold

Veluwemeer

Almeerderhout

A1

Schiphol Airport

Horsterwold

Veluwe

Schiphol Airport
A9

Figure 1.4 City/ Lelystad Airport growth and infrastructure, partly adapted from "spatial development in
Figure 1.3 Lelystad Airport and Nature network Flevoland

the vicinity of the airport" (MER, 2014)
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The airport development plan mainly includes a new terminal and extension of the
airstrip (completed in 2018), prepared for the (expected) opening in the near future (2023
according to the current news) (figure 1.4). The predicted growth potential of Lelystad
Airport could reach 45,000 aircraft movement and 6.7 million passengers per year around
2043. Therefore, it was suggested to upgrade the terminal and airside infrastructure in order
to adapt to the future required airport capacity (Lelystad Airport, 2014). New terminal is next
to N302 along the north of the airstrip. New airstrip is designed with a total length of 2.7 km
to fit with the operational requirement of aircraft type Boeing 737 and A320 (MER, 2014).

and A6 (Structuurplan Lelystad, 2015). LAB includes an A6 district and a flight district
which respectively possess a major focus on logistics and airport-related services. Housing
in Lelystad will also grow by mainly attracting young families from the MRA (Metropolitan
Region Amsterdam) and people from the north and east of the Netherlands (Structuurplan
Lelystad, 2015). Almere as an overflow city for Amsterdam, will grow drastically in the
coming decades. For instance, the housing development project “Oosterwold” aims to
provide room for 15,000 new homes (figure 1.4).
2) Social debate on Lelystad Airport growth

Alongside Lelystad Airport growth and infrastructure development, there is also rapid
urban growth in Lelystad, Almere and Zeewolde (figure 1.4). Driven by Lelystad Airport
development, Lelystad Airport Business Park (LAB) is planned between Lelystad Airport

In addition to the expected economic importance, Lelystad Airport growth also caused
public concerns regarding its environmental consequences. An early social protest (In

Figure 1.5 The protest against Lelystad Airport growth from north and east Netherlands (NRC,2017/11/11)

Figure 1.6 Noise monitoring of test flight Boeing737 by local residents (NRC,2018/05/30)
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February of 2017) was initiated from Overijssel, against low approach routes to Lelystad Airport,
primarily due to the noise disturbance, “with damaging consequences on local residents, tourism,
and nature” (20170404, NRC). The protest group – Hoog Overijssel, petitioned for higher flight routes.
Throughout the summer of 2017, the resistance to Lelystad Airport growth expanded to other three
Provinces (including Action Groups Laagvlietroutes NEE from Friesland, Red de Veluwe and NEE from
Ede and Hoge Veluwe) (figure 1.5). Parallel to social protests, various activities were organized to
ease the public unrest, like information meeting with residents, online investigation into public opinion,
reassessment of EIA, trial flights to simulate the noise level, and so on (figure 1.6).
Since June 2018, the main focus of the whole debate on Lelystad Airport has shifted towards a
discussion on climate change, among citizens, aviation industry, experts, etc. The focus was triggered
by the Paris Agreement and CO2 emission reduction goals. Then it evolved into discussion on
sustainability of future aviation, involving much broader topics (See Chapter 4.2).
1.1.2 Big grazer management in Oostvaardersplassen

Figure 1.7 A mourning event for large scale mortality of big grazers (NRC,2018/04/15)

1) Oostvaardersplassen and big grazers
Over the past years, a second major debate revolves around the “Oostvaardersplassen”.
Oostvaardersplassen was a spontaneously developed marsh area since 1968. At a later stage, open
grassland was added to enrich the habitat diversity for wetland bird species. In order to maintain the
open grassland, grazers were introduced. Year-round grazing with free ranging grazers includes
heck cattle, konik horses (primitive breeds) and red deer (WallisDeVries, Bakker, Van Wieren, 1998).
Instead of a purely nature management measure, big grazers are regarded as part of the ecosystem
of Oostvaardersplassen (ICMO2, 2010). They live in the wild with no/little human intervention, and their
population is supposed to be regulated by the availability of food sources inside the nature area (Vera,
2009).
2) Social debate on big grazer management
However, as grazers’ population is growing, it caused concerns related to big grazer management. After
severe winters in 2005, 2010, 2018, large-scale mortality of grazers was caused by lack of food.

Figure 1.8 Nature corridor Oostvaarderswold adapted NRC news (NRC,2017/03/18)
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It prompted fierce public debates on the grazers’ management regime and grazers’ welfare
mainly related to winter suffering of starvation (ICMO2, 2010).

with the landscape; 2) To explore mutual benefits between human space use and use by
animals.

In the early 2018, public demonstrations protested against starvation of grazers while
mourning for their morality (figure 1.7). Meanwhile, in April, a “reset” plan was proposed by
the Pieter van Geel committee, to intensely reduce grazers’ population. The debate became
even fiercer in 2018 during past few decades, among ecologists, the provincial municipality
of Flevoland, nature manager, animal welfare organization, residents.

1.3 Conclusion

Among ecologists/ experts, various possible technical solutions were discussed, including
predators, culling, birth control, etc. (NRC, 20180502 and 20180523) (See chapter 4.3).
By contrast, protest groups are against starvation of animals, and shooting of healthy
animals. They argue for more “less violent measures”, “release animals from the nature
area”, and “more access to food and shelters”. The nature corridor (Oostvaarderswold)
development between Oostvaardersplassen and Veluwe, is proposed to provide more
shelters for grazers and facilitate their migration, and meanwhile offer recreation opportunities
like bike and walking paths (See chapter 4.2) (See figure 1.8). It was first introduced as a
robust connection of Dutch Nature network in 1990s. However, it was canceled after the
government shift in 2010 due to lack of proper finances.

Landscape approach deals with interactions between nature and manmade systems.
In my design thesis, I want to explore how a landscape design approach may
integrate these two debates, by creating new narratives fusing both a circular
airport water management as well as nature development opportunities. I hope that the two
abovementioned debates could change from controversy to appreciation.

1.2 Theoretical lens & design assignments
Social conflicts in the debate on Lelystad Airport growth, revealed a dominant economic
growth stance of aviation over the physical and social environment. At a later stage, focus
shifted including sustainability with climate change. In the debate on big grazer management
in Oostvaardersplassen, the dominant perspective on population control from experts is
standing in the opposite side of the proposal of protest groups and many citizens. And the
potential for more mutual benefits between human and bi grazers, is underexplored.
In order to contribute disentangling the social conflicts from both debates, two theories
provide perspectives of looking at conflicts - sustainable aviation as well as management
of interaction between human and animals (See chapter 3). Through two theoretical
lenses, general design tasks could be defined as 1) To explore aviation growth in tune
18

These two lenses combined with my basic disciplinary approach helped me to narrow
down the idea to circular airport water management and nature development
opportunities to facilitate the grazers’ migration (See chapter 3.3, 3.4).

Worldwide, there are only a few precedents of environment integrated airport designs. In
addition to my design contribution to the local debates, I will generate design criteria
for the development of sustainable airports that are well embedded in and contribute to
the regional landscape context. These locally developed design criteria may, in future, help
develop more generalized design criteria for airport development.
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RESEARCH DESIGN

2.1 Problem statement

of design alternatives.

As explained in the introduction, social discourses reveal serious conflicts in two debates
in the Netherlands. One is the debate on Lelystad Airport growth, regarding sustainability
of future aviation with climate change. From the perspective of sustainable aviation,
“sustainability” refers to how Lelystad Airport could work in concert with ecological
processes and social/cultural values. In particular, more hard surfaces of airport (and urban)
growth as well as extreme weather give rise to water management issues in the context
of Flevoland polders.

2.3 Worldview

The other is the debate on big grazer management in Oostvaardersplassen, regarding
public unrest against the current grazer management approach – a primary focus on
intense population control. From management of human-animal interaction, big grazer
management should also open and adapt to future landscape changes resulting
from increasing human space use and climatic events. In this sense, opportunities for
nature development to facilitate big grazers' migration based on a more mutual relationship
between human and animals, is underexplored.

Worldviews mean “a basic set of beliefs that guide action”, which influence the practice of
research (Creswell, 2009). Worldviews explains different knowledge claims that our research
is built upon, the methods used, and types of knowledge produced (Creswell, 2014;
Lenzholzer et. al., 2013).
My thesis espouses pragmatism according to combinations of issues from both natural and
manmade systems in this thesis. It integrates the use of other worldviews, which arises out
of the need for research (Lenzholzer et. al., 2013). My thesis possesses a constructivism
start by interpreting design assignment based on research into social debates. During the
exploration of integrating both design assignments, I search for & apply general ecological
requirements (positivism) and design principles from perception study (contrsuctivism) to
give new form to design in the context of Flevoland polder landscape.
2.4 Knowledge gap

2.2 Research and design purposes
The main purpose of this qualitative research is to explore potential integration of both
current debates so as to benefit future Lelystad Airport development and big grazer
management through landscape design approach (mainly regarding water and nature) in
the context of Flevopolder. Moreover, I will also assess my design alternatives in order to
contribute to more generic design criteria for both design assignments.

1) Lack of knowledge of transforming social conflicts in the two identified debates
into synergetic opportunities. More specifically, I could barely find airport designs aimed
at a symbioses with regional nature network.
2) Limited landscape design references and design criteria that contribute to sustainable
airport planning, design and management embedded in its landscape context.
2.5 Design and research questions

To meet the purposes mentioned above, there are three objectives in my thesis:
1) To pinpoint and explicate my design assignments by research into conflicts in current
social debates;
2) To develop design alternatives by searching for and applying general technical design
starting points and design principles from perception study in the context of Flevoland
polder landscape;
3) To generate design criteria of bridging both debates by assessing strength and weakness
22

My main focus is integration of the two social debates through landscape design approach
in order to transform conflicts into mutual benefits, and then assessing strength and
weakness of design alternatives to induce more generic design criteria for more sustainable
airport planning and design.
Design question (DQ):

What are landscape design alternatives that can enhance mutual benefits, regarding
water and nature, for Lelystad Airport and Nature network Flevoland ?

alternatives will be clarified together with design criteria which could contribute to bridging
both debates (Creswell, 2014; Prominski, 2017).

To define pre-conditions and design starting points, the following sub-questions (SQ) need
to be answered:

2.6.1

SQ 1 What are the conflicts in the current social debates regarding Lelystad Airport growth
and big grazer management in Oostvaardersplassen? And how will these help explicate
design assignments?
SQ 2 What are physical systems/characteristics of designed landscape of Flevoland
polders?
SQ 3 What general technical design starting points can contribute to design assignments
for both debates? What are the potentials for design assignments in the context of Flevoland
polder landscape?
SQ 4 What design principles could contribute to orientation and branding for Lelystad
Airport?
Research question (RQ):
What design criteria could contribute to both the development of Lelystad Airport and
Nature network Flevoland?
2.6 Methods and techniques, expected results
This qualitative research is mainly explored through designing, and it consists of three
activities (See figure 2.1). In Activity 1, I look into the conflicts in both social debates, and
pinpoint design assignments based on theoretical perspectives I chose. In Activity 2, I study
three categories of design starting points in relation to both design assignments, mainly
regarding nature and water. And these general design starting points, form the basis of
“research through designing” (Creswell, 2014). In Activity 3, I research potentials by applying
these starting points in the context of Flevoland polder landscape through designing. Design
alternatives will be developed based on the priority of different themes. Evaluation of design
alternatives by multiple criteria (generated from Activity 2) aims to reveal both strength and
weakness of each alternative. In the final reflection/recommendation, the synthesis of design

Activity 1 – discourse analysis and defining design assignments

SQ1 In order to identify design opportunities, a discourse analysis is conducted to
understand main conflicts in both social debates. One is regarding how the Lelystad Airport
growth will influence the current landscape. The other is regarding big grazer management
issues in Oostvaardersplassen.
Relevant data could be respectively generated by 1) content analysis of Dutch newspaper
(NRC); 2) (grey) literature study of documents related to Lelystad airport planning, nature
development plan “Oostvaarderswold”, and student thesis from Kevin Knevels
Expected results from SQ1 include: 1) understanding of main discourses and conflicts in
the debates on Lelystad Airport growth and big grazers in Oostvaardersplassen; 2) Defining
design assignments from the chosen theoretical perspectives.
2.6.2

Activity 2 – landscape analysis and design starting points

Landscape design approach provides a perspective of integrating both design assignments.
It includes an understanding of landscape based on the landscape model from Wageningen
University, as well as design theory in landscape architecture. It requires general design
starting points from three categories: 1) “preconditional” design starting points from
landscape analysis; 2) technical design starting points for design interventions; 3) design
principles (from design theories related to experiential dimensions) by literature study and
perception study.
SQ 2 helps to understand the designed landscape of Flevoland polders. Relevant data
could be generated by landscape analysis including 1) Observation/site visit, 2) map
analysis, 3) Literature study of Flevoland polder landscape design, 4) consulting the expert
(Jan Wouter Bruggenkamp).
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Expected results from SQ2 include understanding of physical systems and
characteristics of designed Flevoland polder landscape that underlie Lelystad Airport and
Oostvaardersplassen;

parallels to designing and is based on design needs. In other words, testing starting points
in the landscape context, may call for another round of searching (for starting points) to
meet new design requirements.

SQ 3 and SQ 4 guide Activity 3 (See next section) by a collection of design starting points
as the basis of research through designing. Searching for general design starting points,

Relevant data could be generated by literature study and perception study. Expected
results from SQ2 include 1) technical starting points for design assignments defined from

design criteria

Structure plan

Theoretical lens
Conflicts in two
social debates

Design Assignments

Design starting
points
1

2

Testing starting points
in the study case

Design alternatives

3

Strength and weakness
of each alternative

Assessment
1 Design Assignments

Discourse analysis

Figure 2.1 Research process and methods
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2 Design starting points

Technical starting
points for design
interventions

Preconditions of the
designed landscape
of Flevoland polders

Literature study

Landscape analysis

3 Design alternatives and design criteria

Design principles
related to experiential dimensions

Perception study

Research through designing

two social debates & the potential maps for both design assignments; 2) design principles
mainly in relation to orientation to Lelystad Airport and experience of nature as a branding of
Lelystad Airport.
2.6.3

Activity 3 – design alternatives and synthesis

DQ The design preconditions are answered in the sub-question 1 and 2, through discourse
and landscape analysis. Under these preconditions, the design question is answered by
“research through designing”, where design starting points (generated from Activity 2) will
be tested in the designed landscape of Flevoland polders, and form the basis of developing
design alternatives (Lenzholzer, Duchhart & Koh 2013).
There are two main themes (for now) to be explored through designing: water management
and nature development. Based on priority of each theme, three design alternatives could
be developed: the first one prioritizing water management, the second “nature network”, the
third synthesized solution (Ahern, Cilliers, Niemelä, 2014). However, new relevant themes
could emerge during the qualitative research (Creswell, 2014). It means the themes of
design alternatives may need adjustment during the research process. Design tools include
making visuals, sketching. The design process will iteratively switch between designing,
searching for design starting points and fine-tuning of research questions and goals.
RQ Three design alternatives will be evaluated by starting points generated from Activity 2.
For each alternative, respective strength and weakness will also be elaborated, in order to
inform the decision making process. In the final conclusion, I’ll clarify the landscape design
criteria based on the assessment of design alternatives, together with a landscape structure
plan (1: 25,000).
End results will mainly include presentation slides, posters and final report. The first two will
be mainly used for communicating and explaining main content to examiners and other
fellow audiences. And more detailed information will be documented in the final report.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

3.1 Introduction
3.2 landscape approach from landscape architecture
My theoretical framework consists of three building blocks. (See figure 3.1). Sustainable
aviation and management of human-wildlife interaction, address social conflicts in two
debates (See chapter 3.1).
In the debate on Lelystad Airport growth, environmental consequences of aviation growth
result in incremental social concerns for sustainability of future aviation. Another debate on
big grazer management in Oostvaarderplassen, reveals a dominant discourse on grazer
population control. However, this is not widely accepted by the general public, and even
causes social unrest against the current grazer management. I argue that more emphasis
should be given to management of human and animal interaction, by taking into account
mutual benefits for both human and animals (See more details of discourses on both
debates in Part D).

Landscape design approach
deals with interactions between
nature and manmade systems.
The landscape model (Duchhart,
2007) provides an operational
framework of understanding
landscape, as well as how
Lelystad Airport growth and
grazer management could work
in concert with underlying driven
forces. Landscape narrative as
the design approach (see the
chapter 3.2.2), aims to make
legible stories by giving new
form to design interventions for
both debates in the context of
Flevoland polder landscape.
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Landscape possesses a multifaceted nature. Each discipline, social group looks at it
through their own eyes, framing according to their culture and purpose (Cosgrove, 2008;
Koh, 2013). Western trends in landscape architecture reveal shifting focuses, from a
pictorial tradition, ecological design (1960s-70s) to cultural/linguistic turn in the1980s, from
landscape outside to landscape inside our mind and body (Koh, 2013).
By contrasting architectural approach and ecological approach, Koh (2013) articulates
landscape approach as a distinctive and coherent method in two aspects:
1) A landscape approach accepts landscape as ecological and poetic, scientific and
aesthetic. Revealing landscape and ecological processes enables people to
experience them in their daily life, feeling and learning what these processes do for
them and their cities.
2) A landscape approach frames this ecological process to be expressive of human care,
meaning and values.
3.2.1 The landscape model – a framework of understanding landscape

Landscape design
approach

Management of
human-animal
interaction

Sustainable
aviation

Figure 3.1 Theoretical framework

The landscape model from Wageningen University, provides a framework of understanding
landscape where nature/culture, social/physical environment are always intertwined. It is
built upon the Kerstra’s triplex model and Kleefman’s sociophysical model (Duchhart, 2007).
The triplex model approaches landscape in a visible and tangible manner with focus on
physical dynamics while the sociophysical model underlines the driven forces that form
landscape, particularly the cultural, economic and political forces. The theoretical notions
behind the two models are largely complementary (Duchhart, 2007).
In order to gain a full understanding of driven forces underlying the physical landscape,
Duchhart develops a combination of both models. It represents landscape as physical
layers regulated by two clusters of underlying driven forces, including natural (ecological

connections: landscapes that are functional, sustainable, meaningful, and artful (Spirn, 2008).”

Different definitions of landscape architecture portray landscape architects as designers,
as people who give form to space (Duchhart, 2007). In the design, form-making is not only
about ordering ecological processes but also enhancing human experience, like sensory
delights and meaning (Vroom, 1983) (Duchhart, 2007)
3.2.2.1 Landscape narrative as a design approach
1)

landscape narrative

“We live within worlds of stories, and we use stories to shape those worlds.” (Potteiger, Purinton, 1998)
“Stories compel, capture imagination, change attitudes and actions, bring about dramatic shifts within a
Figure 3.2 The Intertwined model

principles and laws of nature) and social organizational principles (economic activities,
cultural norms and values regulated in a political subsystem) (Duchhart, 2007) (figure 3.2).
A sustainable landscape requires that both natural and cultural principles could
work in the same direction. Otherwise, diverging of those “principles” could result in
disturbances in physical environment, such as environmental pollution and exhaustion of
natural resources (Duchhart, 2007).
3.2.2

Landscape approach to design

“Design, in a landscape approach, thus becomes not just form-making but contextualizing and processordering. Landscape approach to design leads to design as weaving or pattern-making into the context.
Design thus becomes less about standing out than integrating (Koh, 2013).”
“Human survival depends upon adapting ourselves and our landscapes— cities, buildings, gardens,
roadways, rivers, fields, forests—in new, life-sustaining ways, shaping contexts that reflect the
interconnections of air, earth, water, life, and culture, and that help us feel and understand these

single generation.” (Spirn, 1998)

Narrative or story-telling is a vital means of communicating, constructing meanings.
Landscape narrative describes the interplay and mutual relationship between landscape
and narrative. Landscape is not only background setting for stories, but engenders stories
as an eventful figure and process. In turn, narratives are critical in making places - not
only associating sites with histories and memories, but also cultivating physical forms of
landscape through events, fiction and myth (Potteiger, Purinton, 1998).
2)

landscape narratives & discourses

“Competing ideologies govern the ways landscapes are shaped. Ideologies based on loyalty to a
primary authority set the terms of dialogues… Design follows from ideology.”(Spirn, 1998)

A story makes reference to some form of authority. Discourses produced through narratives,
will reproduce the relationships of power in a society: Dominant groups tell their stories in the
landscape while excluding others from making history (Potteiger, Purinton, 1998). Therefore,
from a critical position, understanding the role of discourses within narratives, enable
us to test how different positions interrelate, compete with, or complement one another in
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the shaping of landscape and culture,
Discourses are not rigid, deterministic frames, but a discursive realm where values, beliefs,
and ideologies could be structured, negotiated through landscape narratives.
Landscape narratives can “mediate the often conflicting desires for the imaginary and the
imperatives of the actual and the real” (Potteiger, Purinton, 1998). One strategy of opening
the discursive space of narratives, is to challenge the existing dominant discourses with
alternative readings, with contradictions, to cultivate paradox - the fusion of seeming
contradictions.
3) Landscape narratives & legibility
In order to tell stories, “Humans interpret landscape signs and elaborate upon them, reading
meanings” (Spirn, 1998)”. The pleasure and power of stories lie in their ability to create
coherent and believable worlds (Potteiger, Purinton, 1998).
Legibility involves a question regarding perception and aesthetic appreciation of landscape
– how a landscape presents itself to human experience. From the perspective of
environmental psychology, psychological health depends on a close correspondence
between human emotional functioning and its location, and on diversity of experience of
place (Thwaites, 2001). Thwaites (2001) proposes a framework of how certain significant
human experiences, could be interpreted through spatial design based on Norberg-Schulz’s
ideas about existential space.
Brinkhuijsen divides the legibility into different dimensions: 1) spatial and temporal legibility
on the physical level; 2) more importantly, existential legibility related to personal biography
and collective history (Brinkhuijsen, 2007). "Narratives related to existential legibility,
can enable orientation in time and space, as well as add to place and personal
identity, arouse people’s memories and imagination" (Brinkhuijsen, 2007).
In later chapters，I elaborate a narrative from the understanding of the landscape history and
how it could be used for designing human experience, in relation to my design assignments
(See chapter 7).
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3.3

Sustainability of aviation from landscape perspective

“Therefore, sustainable aviation refers to “The concept of sustainable development
recognizes the interdependency and integration of environmental, social and economic
concerns.” (Parling, Hooper, Thomas, 2014)
“A planning challenge lies ahead in incorporating a vision of planning the airport in its urban
context based not just on preventing incompatibility but towards promoting compatibility in
the fullest sense of environmentally sustainable development.” (Freestone, 2009)
As discussed earlier in the landscape model (See chapter 3.2.1), a sustainable landscape
requires that both natural and cultural driven forces could work in the same direction.
The general study on sustainable aviation shows, that air transport is sustained by natural
systems and the society in complex ways. For instance:
1)
From natural subsystem: as a focal point of different flows, it demands enormous
natural resources to support its peak operation (Geldermans et. al., 2014; van den
Dobbelsteen, 2014). Or stormwater/flood regulation under the risk of extreme weather (Döpp,
et. al., 2012; Dolman, 2017)
2)
From social subsystem: as an important economic activity, aviation which largely
relies on the global market, should be based on realistic economic forecasts, as well as a
marketing strategy that can attract investment (freestone, 2009). From the socio-political
side, future aviation replies on an open governance which promotes public participation,
mutual trust and benefits between airport and wider community (freestone, 2009).
3.3.1
Research focus - circular Airport water management
In more specific terms, in the context of Flevoland polders under climate change, Lelystad
Airport growth accompanied by rapid urban growth will cause water management issues.
Therefore, I chose to narrow down the discussion on sustainability of aviation into a study of
circular airport water management.

An airport consumes significant amount of water to maintain its operation, drinking, flushing
toilet, cleaning, fire-fighting, air conditioning, etc. (de Catro Carvalho, 2013). In order to
mitigate the squandering of (potable) water use due to long-distance transport of resources
and waste, the airport is ideal to close and connect cycles and solve this in interaction with
the airport surroundings (Geldermans et. al., 2014; van den Dobbelsteen, 2014). Circular
water management in my thesis is threefold:
1)
In many cases, non-potable water use exceeds half of the total water use. This
amount of non-potable water could be balanced to a great extent by recycling wastewater
from both grey water and rainwater. Therefore, this water conservation practice of many
airports, can help reduce import of potable water.
2)
Hard pavement due to airport/urban growth, prevents water infiltration, thereby
causing more surface runoff. Meanwhile, season water imbalance and peak precipitation will
increase under climate change. All these together could result in insufficient water storage
area in the polder water system.
3)
Contaminated runoff from runways, aprons, could affect water quality, like deicing
chemicals, accidental fuel and oil spills, firefighting foams, etc. (Vanker et. al., 2013,
Graham, 2014) It can be discharged/reused after proper treatment.
3.3.2 Airport, narratives & a sense of place
In addition to the discussion on sustainability, I will address that landscape narrative could
contribute to selling points and “distinctiveness” to contemporary commercial
airports. I start with a brief look into a discussion surrounding airports and a sense of place.
Moreover, landscape narratives are critical in making places, which could be well aligned
with the economic purposes of contemporary airports.
1) Modernist utilitarian airports identified by Relph (1976), described as exemplars of
placelessness. It is primarily recognized as a specialist transport facilities, a space of transit
to be moved as quickly as possible. The design of airport departure lounges and arrival
halls, in particular, seemed to sacrifice any sense of place in the name of mobility and the
functionalities of air-travel (Budd 2011) (Freestone, 2016).

2) In more recent studies on mobility in the social sciences, there are different strands of
reflection on “placelessness”. The so-called mobility turn, captures the prospect of more
fine-grained interpretations of airport spaces. Urry (2007) used the notion of “airspaces”
to describe airports as places of “dwelling in mobility”, sites of rest, activity, meeting, and
consumption. Moreover, it argues that how the circulation of people, material and ideas can
be intrinsic to a sense of place (Urry 2007), and give an emphasis on its embeddedness
within local and national cultures, histories, uses, etc. (Adey et. al. 2007) (Freestone, 2016).
3) Contemporary airports are quite different from modernist utilitarian airports identified by
Relph (1970s) (Freestone, 2016). They have been gradually transformed into airports with
diversified functions, since deregulation of many airports in 1970s. Diverse commercial
functions inside/ outside the terminal, range from retailing to leisure and recreations. Airports
have become miniature cities in their own right.
Non-aeronautical commercial activities became important sources of airport revenues
(van Oel, van den Berkhof, 2013), which capitalize on the increase of passengers’ “dwell
time” within terminals, as well as airport accessibility advantages. On the other hand, the
proliferation of terminal amenities was fueled in part by “regional as well as international
competition between major airports” (Freestone, 2016). Alongside the diversification
of commercial activities inside and outside the terminal, more attention is paid on “the
distinctiveness” of the airport, “its locality and wider geographic and national context”
(Nikolaeva 2012; freestone, 2016).
Under the trend of demanding unique, memorable experience, unique selling points/ diverse
supply are critical for regions to brand and distinguish themselves. The key to success
could lie in "approaches which integrate activities, place, facilities and services, emphasize
regional or local identity and rouse peoples’ imagination". "Distinct local and regional
narratives can mobilize and unite stakeholders, and connect existing spatial
qualities with future economic opportunities" (Brinkhuijsen, 2007).
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3.4 Management of the interaction between human and large herbivores
Management of the interaction between human and wild animal, addresses human
dominance over ecosystem, and particularly in determining management strategies when
facing “undesired” interaction as well as disputes among (groups of) humans about wild
animals.
This dominance leads to management strategies involving “systematic and intense control
of wild animals” (including semi-wild large herbivore introduced for nature management)
(Boonman-Berson, 2018). These management strategies are problematic. First, it leads to
fixed and universal solutions to the expanded human and wild animal conflicts. Moreover,
it cannot deal with the increasing competition over space with human population growth
and decreasing biodiversity. It is argued that extinction of megaherbivore fauna has led
to a greater uniformity in vegetation composition and extinctions in the associated animal
communities (Wallis de Vries, 1994).
3.4.1 Mutuality between human and animals
Management of interaction, promotes mutuality in interactions between human and animals.
First, it holds a landscape perspective that the landscape co-shapes and is co-shaped
by the respective interactions (Barua, 2014c; Lorimer, 2010a) (Boonman-Berson, 2018).
Moreover, it “approaches humans and wild animals more symmetrically when attempting to
understand human-wildlife conflicts and their management”.
Specifically, this approach implies that management should open and adapt to
changes of interaction between human and animals due to, for instance, increasing
human population and space use as well as changes resulting from climatic events
(Boonman-Berson, 2018).
In order to seek for mutuality, the management strategy should be based on an
understanding of to what extent the interaction between human and animals could be
mutual or conflictual. Therefore the spatial implications include 1) Zones safeguarded for
animal (as core living area) without human disturbance; 2) Zones safeguarded for human,
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where wild animals may threat human safety or property; 3) Intermediary zones where there
are joint-uses for both and more frequent human-animal interactions (Boonman-Berson,
2018). However, these zones are not fixed, and there should always be room for mutual
learning to take place, as explained earlier. Particularly, intermediary zones anticipate a
common interest between human and wild animal, which contributes to sharing the same
space without conflicts.

3.5 Conclusion

Landscape approach deals with the interactions between nature and manmade
systems:
1 To organize natural processes and man-made systems work in concert with one another,
or in a life- sustaining way
2 To reveal the ecological processes expressive of human care, meaning and values
Landscape design approach is giving form to/ shaping contexts that reflect
ecological processes while enhancing human experience.
Seeking for a more concerted relationship within the landscape context, in order
to disentangle conflicts in both social debates: specifically, 1) compatibility between airport
and water processes; 2) mutuality between human space use and nature development
potential for big grazers’ migration.
Landscape narratives as a design approach, also as a political tool to challenge the
dominant discourse while fusing both debates by creating new narratives related to
the existential legibility
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PART D_CONFLICTS IN TWO DEBATES
AND DESIGN ASSIGNMENTS
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Introduction to discourse analysis of two debates
Conflicts regarding big grazer management in Oostvaardersplassen
Conflicts regarding Lelystad Airport development
Conclusion: design assignments from both debates
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CONFLICTS IN TWO DEBATES AND DESIGN ASSIGNMENTS

4.1 Introduction to discourse analysis of two debates
Discourses refer to ways of thinking and speaking about aspects of reality (Cheek,
2004). Discourse analysis is to interpret these ways (of thinking and speaking) that
meaning is expressed through words and texts (Potter and Wetherell 1994; Potter 2004;
Paltridge 2007). Moreover, some discourses gain prominence over others. From a critical
perspective, discourse analysis could help reveal hidden and often “out of sight” values,
positions and perspectives (Deming, Swaffield, 2011).
Here, I use discourse analysis to understand the core conflicts in two social debates Lelystad Airport growth and big grazer management of Oostvaardersplassen. My main
data source is the Dutch Newspaper “NRC Handelsblad”. For it is argued that news
is intimately linked with the actions and opinions of social groups (Richardson, 2007).
Meanwhile, NRC Handelsblad is generally known as a (paid) quality newspaper with a
tradition in investigative journalism. From its online database, it is convenient to collect and
examine news with the aid of Google translator.

Interpreting the meaning of themes/description
Interrelating themes/description
Themes/focused codes

Description

Coding the data/open codes
Purposeful sampling
Collecting raw data
Figure 4.1 Content analysis flows adapted from
Creswell, 2014; Silverman, 2014
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Purposeful sampling focused on
background news from 2017 to
2018 (from the beginning to the
peak of two debates). Therefore,
sampling prioritized news with tags
like “background”, “report”, and
“reportage”. Moreover, the news
amount to 139 and 128 respectively,
regarding Lelystad Airport growth
and big grazer management of
Oostvaarderplassen, Sampling ended
till no new understanding can be
gained from the news (Kumar, 2011;
Creswell, 2014).

47 reports were sampled with high relevance (19 for grazer management of
Oostvaardersplassen, and 28 for Lelystad Airport growth) (See Appendix 1). A content
analysis of all reports was applied as the basis of interpreting discourses. First, each
report was labelled with open codes directly extracted from texts. Next, open codes were
categorized with an overarching focus code (Silverman, 2014) (See Appendix 1). The results
revealed four main discourses for Oostvaarderplassen and three for Lelystad Airport. In the
following chapters, I’ll explain results for each debate.
4.2 Conflicts regarding Lelystad Airport growth
4.2.1 Analysis of discourses:
1) Environmental impact discourse
Environmental impact discourse due to low flying aircraft, expanded since the summer of
2017. An early public unrest against low approach routes of flights from Lelystad Airport,
was initiated by Hoog Overijssel Action Group (25 local residents) since February 2017
(27170404, NRC). For low flying flights led to negative environmental consequences,
concerning noise disturbance for local residents, interference with tourist activities
and surrounding nature areas.
This unrest quickly spreaded through other provinces including Drenthe and south Friesland.
Concomitantly, a petition was signed by 17,000 people for a proposal of higher flight
approach routes to Lelystad. However, this proposal seemed to be controversial according
to the Minister of Infrastructure and Water Management (I&W), since higher airspace (above
6,000 feet) is only reserved for traffic to/from Schiphol. Later in the summer (20170703,
20170907, 20170911, NRC), the protest against low flying aircraft extended to Gelderland,
concerning noise, impacts on Veluwe and parachuting in Teuge Airport, etc.
2) Airport opening discourse
By contrast, from the side of the government and aviation industry, there is an interest in
developing Lelystad Airport as an international airport for holiday flights. The difficult situation

in discussion, rather than flight routes, was more about financial and legal uncertainty:
1) financially, how to attract budget airlines to settle in Lelystad Airport while making room
for KLM and intercontinental flights; 2) Legally, it involved traffic distribution from Schiphol
to Lelystad, and regulations on fair competition from European Commission. Nevertheless,
Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management (I&W) and Schiphol Group wanted to
facilitate the opening of Lelystad Airport in 2019 (20170921, NRC).)
3) Governance discourse - from flight route to distrust in politics
More than just a discourse surrounding environment impacts due to low flying aircraft, there
is a fierce questioning for the governance concerning the non-transparent decision-making
process of Lelystad Airport planning, and poorly informed residents.

role.” (20171201, NRC).
"Local residents of six Dutch airports are jointly opposed to the, according to them, undesirable growth
in aviation ... They call on the government to give priority to health, environment and climate." (20180515,
NRC) --- From action groups
“Own initiatives are necessary to maintain social support, the industry knows. So in Geneva it was about
alternative fuels, electric flying, carbon offsetting, less plastic on board, more female pilots (even gender
equality falls under sustainability).” (20181014, NRC) --- From the conference of aviation industry
“The information day focuses primarily on innovation and sustainability. The terminal is built to the highest
standard for sustainability in terms of energy and materials.” (20181104, NRC) --- From the journalist
from NRC

Under the pressure of social protests against low flying aircrafts, an online investigation
into public opinions on flight routes, was open in October (20170919, NRC), followed by a
round of advising of resident representatives to the minister.
During the advising, protest groups claimed mistakes in the decision-making of Lelystad
Airport growth, and possible errors regarding noise levels in the Environmental Impact
Assessement (EIA) for Lelystad Airport (20171110, NRC). These doubts gave rise to
reassessment of EIA for Lelystad Airport (20180206, NRC), as well as the following test
flights showing a complete impression of measured noise levels along the planned flight
routes of both departure and arrival (20180529, NRC). However, it seemed that public
doubts cannot be easily reassured (20180530, NRC). More social voices asked for
postponement of Opening of Lelystad Ariport till the airspace rearrangement is ready in
2023.
4) Sustainability and climate change
Meanwhile, there is an incremental public concern related to the aviation growth with climate
change. According to the residents' delegation for advising the minister, there was an
intention for “a wide debate on aviation in the Netherlands, not just about Lelystad Airport.
Aviation growth is no longer a matter of course. International agreements on climate play a

Figure 4.2 The protest against aviation growth in the Netherlands (NRC, 20180623)
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LELYSTAD AIRPORT GROWTH

The Paris Agreement and climate

Airspace layout
Traffic distribution from Schiphol
Settlement of airlines in the airport

A broadened debate

Social unrest

Technical, legal and financial uncertainty

change

Less informed public
Noise due to low flying aircraft

Involving diverse topics

Petition for higer flight routes
Mistrust in the aviation
sector from the public

Negative impacts:
residents
recreation in Overijssel & Veluwe

nature area
Online investigation
into public opinion

Sustainable aviation

Reassessment of airport environmental
impact & test flight

Postponement of the
openning of Lelystad
Airport

Health
Environment
Climate
Renewable energy
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Figure 4.3 The debate on Lelystad Airport growth

“The arguments against opening Lelystad Airport are now numerous. Lelystad Airport is a demonstrable
deterioration for our climate, our nature, our safety and health, and is causing considerable damage to
the economy in the Northern and Eastern Netherlands.“(20190104, NRC) --- From action groups

In June of 2018, a public campaign was organized by a non-governmental environmental
organization (Greenpeace) and the National Residents Aviation Council (LBBL) in 6 Dutch
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cities with an airport, against aviation growth in the Netherlands (figure 4.2). Facing carbon
neutral goal in the next few decades according the Paris Agreement, the debate is
broadened into a discussion on a more sustainable aviation, concerning less pollution,
CO2 reduction, renewable resources use, etc. (20180623, 20181014, NRC). Moreover,
sustainability of the aviation is closely linked to public attitude for aviation growth. If the
aviation sector wants to maintain social support for growth, sustainability is high on the
agenda (20181014, NRC).

4.2.2

Conclusion

In an early stage, the debate surrounding Lelystad Airport growth, centered on the low
lying aircraft and its influence on residents/recreation/ nature. Parallel to the public
protest, financial and legal uncertainty appears as another major concern among the
government and aviation industry.
In order to ease public doubts in the decision-making of Lelystad Airport planning, a few
activities are organized including online investigation into public opinions, reassessment of
EIA and test flights. However, it seems that public doubts cannot be easily reassured. With
the influence of the Paris Agreement and social concerns on climate change, the focus of
the debate involves much broader topics related to sustainability of future aviation
(figure 4.3).
The timeline of critical events:
February 2017. Protest by Hoog Overijssel Action Group (local residents)
March 2017. First phase of Lelystad Airport expansion started
April 2017. The petition 'Red Overijssel – aanvliegroute naar Lelystad: kan hoger, móet hoger'
(noise disturbance on nature reserves)
September 2017. Signatures from 4 provinces
September – October 2017. Information meetings (regarding Lelystad Airport) with residents
in 6 cities, organized by the minister of Infrastructure and the environment
October 2017. Online investigation into public opinions
November 2017. Citizen representatives advised the minister of infrastructure and water
management (regarding error of EIA, consequences for residents, nature, etc., postponement of
opening in April of 2019), asking for a broad debate with care for the climate)
February 2018. Reassessment of EIA
May 2018. Trial flights for showing the noise level to residents
June 2018. Protests against aviation growth in the six cities of the Netherlands, by (resident
organization, LBBL) mainly for the sake of climate change
October 2018. A conference by ATAG (Air transport action group, mainly representatives
from aviation industry) regarding the Paris Agreement and climate change, greener flying

November 2018. The information day in the new airport terminal regarding sustainability of
the terminal design
November 2018. Postponement of Lelystad Airport opening after the rearrangement of
airspace in 2023

4.3 Conflicts regarding big grazers management in Oostvaardersplassen
4.3.1 Analysis of discourses:
1) Less grazer discourse
This discourse originates from large scale mortality of big grazers after the bad winter in
2017. According to the management policy (ICMO2, 2010), grazer population is originally
supposed to be regulated by the available food source in Oostvaardersplassen instead of
by human. Therefore, the maintenance could become self-sustaining with minimum human
intervention. Abundant rainfall during the winter in 2017, led to inadequate food sources
for the current amount of large grazers. Grazers enclosed in the nature area, suffered from
starvation while causing degraded marsh habitats for birds.
In order to improve animals’ suffering as well as pressure on the nature, there is a wide
debate on population control measures of bi grazers mainly among ecologists (20170106,
20180206, 20180316, NRC). For instance, 1) culling; 2) removing grazers to other places
or replacing grazers with other management strategies. However, it may cause risks of
posing consequences on other animal species (20180502, NRC); 3) Because of no
predators in the food chain of grazers in Oostvaardersplassen, this fact led to fast grazer
population increase per year. Predator could help reduce grazers, but it demands a lager
nature area (than Oostvaardersplassen) and social acceptance (20180502, NRC); 4)
Contraception could be an effective and less disturbing measure for lowering birth rate.
However, it was considered as impractical by the Van Geel committee – an advisory
organization on the management of Oostvaardersplassen. In April, a “reset” plan is proposed
by the Pieter van Geel committee. Culling is adopted as the main solution of reducing grazer
population. Meanwhile, it also takes into account grazers’ health conditions, age gender
balance, etc., as well as opportunities of being sold for meat (20180502, NRC).
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LARGE GRAZERS & THE MANAGEMENT OF OOSTVAARDERSPLASSEN
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Figure 4.3 The debate on big grazer management in Oostvaardersplassen
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2) Grazers’ welfare discourse
Parallel to the discussion on population control, there are persistent social protests against
“correction by nature” and culling of grazers. In the March of 2018, spontaneous feeding
was initiated by local residents against the starvation of big grazers. In April of 2018, a few
protest groups took impulsive action “as a tribute to the thousands of starving animals in the
Oostvaardersplassen” (20180413, 20180415, NRC), including demonstrations through the
Lelystad City, and oostvaardersplassen on 13th, and a mourning car parade for mortality
of grazers on 15th. Later on, a lawsuit was filed by protest groups, against the state, the
province of Flevoland and Staatsbosbeheer in November (20181104, NRC).
Protest groups tend to associate overpopulation and suffering of grazers with irresponsibility
of the nature organization. Instead of being shot, they think that grazers are “kept animals”,
“should have access to water and food”, and “the area (Oostvaardersplassen) must be
open” (20180415, NRC). This shows a strong negative emotion against the current grazer
management. And it is strongly influenced by the visibility of dead bodies and skinny grazers
in Oostvaardersplassen (20181104, NRC).
“The animals are trapped between gates on inseparable ground. All animals must leave
the area, or they must be kept the way farmers do. “(20181014, NRC) --- From Yvonne
Bierman, chairman of the Grote Grazers Welfare Foundation.
Meanwhile, the nature corridor for grazers to migrate (Oostvaarderswold, OVW) between
Oostvaardersplassen and horsterwold, was often mentioned in the debate. The OVW was
included in the Dutch “National Ecological Network”, a policy first introduced in 1990s. It
aims to enlarge and connect natural areas in the Netherlands. Besides, it also undertakes
functions of water catchment and recreation. In 2006, the province of Flevoland was
commissioned by the Dutch government to develop the OVW. However, due to Dutch
government shift in 2010, it was claimed as invalid, due to lack of proper finances (HoltslagBroekhof, Beunen, van Marwijk, Wiskerke, 2014).
3) Nature for people discourse
“Nature for people” also plays a minor role in the current debate. Currently, most of

Oostvaardersplassen is physically inaccessible for people. It is argued that nature area
should be an attractive for people, and provide more recreational facilities instead (20170217,
20180426, NRC). Since October in 2018, Oostvaarderplassen was officially designated as
an important component of the National Park of New land. The establishment of the new
National Park is synchronized with the provincial intention of attracting more tourists as well
as public pleas for more recreation (20170217, NRC). And, it implies the need of a different
approach for nature conservation, with consideration for cultural and even economic
benefits.
4.3.2 Conclusion
There is a dominant focus on possible population control measures in the current
debate of big grazer management of Oostvaardersplassen. It ranges from predators, birth
control, to culling combined with other purposes. The last option was finally adopted as the
solution to the overpopulation of grazers.
However, intense population control exacerbates the social unrest. Impulsive actions were
taken by protest group, driven by a strong negative emotion towards the current
management measure. Meanwhile, potentials for non-lethal management measures
requested by the public are underexplored.
The timeline of critical events:
December 2017. Large scale mortality of big grazers due to abundant rainfall and lack of
food.
March 2018. Under spontaneous feeding by citizens/ pressure from the society,
Staatsbosbeheer started to feed grazers
April 13rd 2018. A car parade through Lelystad City & surrounding Oostvaardersplassen,
organized by The Stichting Welzijn Grote Grazers (Foundation Well-Being Large Grazers) as a tribute to
dead grazers,
April 15th 2018. A mourning event for dead grazers
April 2018. Advice from Pieter van Geel committee on the grazer management – a “reset” of
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grazers’ population. Meanwhile, the committee mentioned the relationship between nature reserve and
Lelystad Airport expansion. "It is, says Van Geel, precisely the task of the airport to take into account
nature in the Oostvaardersplassen" (NRC, 20180426).
May, June 2018. Reaction to the new management advice from other experts/ ecologists
October 2018. The official establishment of the National Park of New Land.
November 2018. Reaction toward the new management advice from protest groups
(Dierenbescherming, The Stichting Welzijn Grote Grazers, etc.)
-

December 2018. Staatsbosbeheer starts the reset of big grazers

4.4 Conclusion
Here I conclude with design assignments for each debate.

1 Under the influence of the Paris Agreement, public focus shifted to much broader topics
related to sustainability of aviation with climate change. From the perspective of sustainable
aviation, Lelystad Airport growth should work in concert with both ecological processes and
social needs. In the context of Flevoland polders, rapid airport/ urban growth as well as
future extreme weather will give rise to water management issues. Therefore, I limit myself
in exploring a more circular airport water management.
2 In the debate on big grazer management of Oostvaardersplassen, social protests were
driven by negative emotion due to large-scale morality of big grazers. From the perspective
of management of human-animal interaction, big grazer management should open and
adapt to landscape changes resulting from, for instance climatic events and increasing
human space use. Therefore, I interpret my general design assignment as exploring an
alternative to the current grazer management, based on a more mutual relationship between
human space use and nature habitats for animals. Currently, there is lack of routes for
grazers to migrate in the debate. So I will look for nature development opportunities in the
following chapters.
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THE DESIGNED LANDSCAPE OF FLEVOLAND POLDERS

In the last chapter, I defined my design assignments in order to disentangle conflicts in both
debates. In the following chapters, first I will look into the designed landscape of Flevoland
polders. Based on the understanding of the landscape, I explore potentials for design
interventions on different scales.

5 The designed landscape of Flevoland polders
The landscape of Flevoland polders are designed under designers’ intention of improving
the preceding landscape. A proper understanding of Flevoland polder landscape, involves
both 1) preceding landscape and 2) how it was transformed intentionally (van Etteger,

Current

Peat formation

Coastal line
Streams/river
Lelystad Airport

Fertile marine clay deposits

Water

Reclamation

Peat
Sand
Clay
Polder

"Almere"

A natural geomorphologic feature
the coastal foreshore

500 V. Chr..

9000 V. Chr.

800 n. Chr.
Figure 5.1 Geology and dominant natural processes
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2000 n. Chr.

1925
2012). So I first look back to geological history and dominant processes. Then I examine
main designers’ ideas. Based on the previous two sets of study, I will conclude with present
landscape as well as the implication for both debates.
5.1 Brief history before reclamation & dominant natural processes
5.1.1 Brief history before reclamation & dominant natural processes
At the beginning of Holocene, the old Zuiderzee area, grows into an inland fresh basin
“Almere” due to sea level retreat figure. Under the influence of brackish seepage, peat layer
is formed on the top of the Pleistocene sand. With sea level fluctuation, fertile old marine
clay is brought on top. Gradually, due to sea level rise, “Almere” is connected to the North
Sea and became its south arm (Zuiderzee) stretching to the heart of the Netherlands (See
figure 5.1).
In the Age of Discovery as well as the Dutch Golden Age, it acts as an important traffic hub
of sea trade, and plays a critical role in the economy booming in 17th century. Economic
growth, flooding threat and land loss due to storm surge, together stimulate a growing
interest in land reclamation. Countless plans for Zuiderzee reclamation come out, among
which the plan made by water engineer C. Lely, is selected as the basis for the following
Zuiderzee works (Geurts, Schilder, 2008).
Flevoland polders are the youngest including Eastern Flevoland (1957) and Southern
Flevoland (1967). Between polders and the old land, border lakes are reserved due to
groundwater seepage from the higher sandy old land.
5.1.2 “De Knar” & Lelystad Airport
By positioning the airport in each of these geological times (Figure 5.1), a special relation
is revealed between the location of Lelystad Airport and natural geomorphological
feature – a coastal foreshore around 500 before Christ, and later the "knar” during
12th century.
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De Knar is a sand bank with higher topography and shallower marine clay deposits. Around
12th century, it used to be an important spawning and fishing spot of haring and prawn.
Meanwhile, as breakwater, it was ideal anchorage points for ships, while it also poses
a danger of being stranded for ships. Because of shipwrecks found nearby during the
reclamation, “De Knar” is compared to the “ship’s graveyard” (Waterschap Zuiderzeeland
en Provincie Flevoland, 2017). In 1950s, it was also where part of Knardijk (1956) was
built, separating the Eastern and Southern Flevoland (figure 5.2).
5.2 Flevoland Polders landscape design
1) Flevoland polders are completely man-made landscape. In the beginning of polder
reclamation, agricultural production is the primary goal. Therefore, water engineers and
agricultural experts are involved in the reclamation and layout of Flevoland polders at an
early stage. Later on, architects, urban planners, followed by landscape architects, start to
contribute to the experience of “beauty of the functional landscape” (Geurts, Schilder,
2008).
2) Landscape architects Nico de Jonge, Piet Kelder, etc., are influential in the landscape
design of Flevoland polders. A prior emphasis is given on functional/productive landscape
(Duchhart, 2007). Mass (tree planting), as architectural components, frames experience
of the functional landscape. As described in “The Phenomenon Delta”, “with clear
infrastructure, powerful roadside plantations, woods and water”, it aims to deliver an
“Arcadian” ideal (Boekhorst et. al, 1996) as well as the romanticism about the horizon, sky
and clouds of the Netherlands (figure 5.3).
The similar ideal of framing space by “powerful”, “monumental” tree planting, was also
expressed by Piet Kelder: “From the protection (tree planting) of an avenue, looking out over
a panoramic space, which is nevertheless made measurable by the wooded edge on the
horizon” (Feddes, 2004).

Figure 5.2 Knardijk in 1955. ( Waterschap Zuiderzeeland and Provincie Flevoland, 2015)
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3) Different from other Zuiderzee polders, Flevoland polders have their own characteristic
layout. In Eastern Flevoland, the main space-framing elements are forest belts bordering the
old land and a few heavily planted main roads. Together, they divide the polder into open

space of diverse sizes (Feddes, 2004).
In Southern Flevoland, non-agrarian functions like nature and forests, play a role in the
layout. They form like large enclaves surrounding the agricultural core. The big agricultural
open space is equally split into two by the heavily planted Vogelweg (figure 5.4) (Feddes,
2004).
5.3 Flevoland present landscape – the core and the ring
Figure 5.3 The Phenomenon Delta: Eastern Flevoland

5.3.1 Present landscape
By overlaying the physical stratum, I understood the present landscape as two basic
structural components: the ring and the core area. The ring provides important frames which
contrasts with the agricultural cores (figure 5.5).
In general, the ring area is prone to seepage from surrounding surface water or higher old
land. Meanwhile, the ring area is also where cities, important infrastructure, forest and nature
areas concentrate.

Eastern Flevoland

Knardijk
Southern Flevoland
Vogelweg

Figure 5.4 Spatial layout of the Zuiderzee polders

The core area is fertile and ideal for arable farming. Currently it is maintained as open
landscape. The units of open space in Southern Flevoland are bigger with rigid grids while
in Eastern Flevoland more diverse and flexible. Farmsteads with windbreaks along unplanted
farmroad, pop up as “green islands” in the open fields. Following the pattern of farmsteads,
wind turbines become a new measurement of the open space.
5.3.2 A sub unit of the present landscape - overlapping area of the ring
This area possesses important historical/cultural characters before reclamation, as explained
in Chapter 5.1.2. Later on, it was where Knardijk was built, the very origin of reclamation of
Flevoland polders. Meanwhile, it is an important corridor linking nature and recreational area
(Knar Bos, Harderbroek, Hollandse Hout, etc) developed since 1970s.
5.4 Conclusion - overlapping area of the ring as the potential binding factor
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greatly overlaps with the ring area (figure 5.6). Therefore, there is a growing relevance
between future urban growth including Lelystad Airport, and the overlapping area as a link
for Oostvaardersplassen and surrounding nature areas. In following chapters, I will explore
how this area could become the potential binding factor for both debates

5 km

6 Potentials for design interventions
50dB
40dB

55dB
45dB

In order to explore potentials for design interventions, first, I look for technical starting points
for both design assignments. Then, I test them in the context of Flevoland polder landscape
and conclude with potential maps for each design intervention. The interventions include
two main themes: 1) to explore nature development opportunities to facilitate grazers’
migration; 2) circular (airport) water management.
6.1 Potentials for nature development (regional scale)
6.1.1 Technical starting points for design interventions

Figure 5.6 Noise contour projection in the fully implemented stage of Lelystad Airport (dBvision, 2018)

The overlapping area of the ring is close to Lelystad Airport, and physically links
Oostvaarderplassen to nature areas/forest belts bordering the old land.
In the near future, Lelystad and zeewolde growth will interact more intensely with this part
(See chapter 6.2). And Lelystad Airport, will project a wide range of noise contour which

There are four interrelated clusters of starting points related to facilitation of migration.
1) On a regional scale, large herbivores show a migratory pattern of landscape use. The
driven forces behind these migrations, could be various, usually a temporary change in
forage availability, which forces the animals to exploit other parts of their range. Therefore,
the habitat for large grazers should be a combination of habitats which could offer them the
opportunity for seasonal migration (Wallis de Vries, 1994). In general, riverine habitats, due to
winter and spring flooding, become (partly) inaccessible. In that case, large herbivores can
migrate to higher ground like heathland (in winter & spring), An ideal size of nature reserves
with a more complete nature habitat for large herbivores, should be 10,000ha or more (for a
year round grazing), which means the current size of Oostvaardersplassen is too small.
2) Second, a well-functioning nature corridor needs to meet basic habitat functional needs
of target species. Therefore, suitable habitats for grazers should be mainly composed
of forests as shelters, grassland as foraging area and water sources, among which dry
grassland is a main habitat for large herbivores. Common plant species could be a mixture
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of Lolium, Phleum and Trifolium as pioneering species of dry
grassland, shrubs like Sambucus, & Salix species (S. alba, S.
triandra and S. viminalis), trees like S. cinerea and S. caprea, etc.
(Wallis de Vries, Bakker, Van Wieren, 1998)
The ideal percentages vary according to the composition of
grazers. A research into nature corridor (with red deer as the main
target species) (Alterra, 2006), suggests a composition of 35%
forests, 65% for other nature habitats including dry grassland &
water sources.
3) Third, A) from an ecological perspective, routing of a nature
corridor needs to consider an optimal width for preferred
combination of habitat types. It is suggested, according to the
Dutch Robust Connection Manual, the aforementioned ideal
mix of forests, grassland and water requires an optimal width
of 1075m (Alterra, 2006). Any (recreational) co-use can only be
combined when a minimum width 0f 1km (for the core living area)
is ensured. (In the proposed plan of Oostvaarderswold, the core
living area approximately accounts for 1.125 ha out of 1,950 ha
in total) (Alterra, 2006). (See the fourth cluster about the co-use).
B) Moreover, in order to cross the existing infrastructure barriers,
the migration for big grazers need to be facilitated by a few animal
passages. C) It becomes less effective to facilitate migration by
nature corridor when its total (migration) distance exceeds 5 km
per day. Therefore, it is suggested a stepping stone with a size of
300ha should be arranged for grazers to stay in the day without
human interference.
4) Fourth cluster is related to co-use with other functions. The
boundary or co-use relies on whether & to what extent the
interaction between human and animal, is conflictual/reciprocal or
not (See chapter 3.4). For instance, red deer is visually sensitive
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to human activities and could perceive as threatening while their habitat uses could also
adapt to the presence of people. It’s a learning process for red deer/human - if human
presence is not perceived as dangerous, they could also show up in open terrains (Alterra,
2006). However, as suggested in the third cluster, recreational use should avoid the core
living area, particularly during the nighttime, and the dispersion and reproduction peak
(September - March) (Alterra, 2006). In addition, potential conflicts of co-use also concerns
road safety and farmland damage, which, however, still remain little known (Alterra, 2006).
6.1.2 Potentials
1) Analysis
According to the landscape analysis, the overlapping area of the ring is more prone to
seepage which could be a benefit for creating nature area. It can serve as a migration route
between Oostvaardersplassen, riverine area of River Ijssel, and Veluwe. It consists of more
complete habitats for year-round grazing: grazing in riverine or marsh area in summer while
higher sandy area in winter (figure 6.1).

Existing
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section
of of
Veluwemeer
Veluwemeer

Designed section of Veluwemeer

Pier

Ecoduct

Marsh

Yacht
Boat

Navigation channel
(100m wide)

Shallow lake (around 1.5 m deep)

Figure 6.3 Test design of crossing Veluwemeer
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On the east side of the potential route along Knardijk, there will be more rapid urban growth
and airport activities. Therefore, the west side could potentially be left for the core living area
while the east side as the main co-use area combined with for instance, recreation.
2) Potential map
This map shows how to expand the nature nework of Flevoland to Veluwe (See figure
6.2). As explained in the landscape analysis, green structure could develop along wet ring
inside the polder. A few critical points indicate main infrastructure barriers and the potential
combination with urban growth. In total, there are three main migration routes to Veluwe
according to the aforementioned analysis of nature habitat condition. One is the shorter and
more direct cut to Horsterwold. One crosses the narrower part of Veluwemeer, connected
through old stream valleys. The last one follows the forest belt along the narrowest border
lakes to the floodplain of River Ijssel, connected to existing ecoducts in Veluwe.
The test design of one critical point (figure 6.3), shows possible ways of crossing
Veluwemeer. Veluemeer is mainly composed of a 100-hundred-meter deep navigation
channel and shallow parts. In order not to interfere with shipping, grazers’ migration needs
to be aided to the shallow parts through an elevated bridge. Considering that big grazers
are capable of swimming, they can swim across the shallow lake. A few shelters could be
added as small stepping stones.
6.2 Potentials for enhancement of water management (regional scale)

Watching
tower
Dike

Meanwhile, there is a good mix of forest, grassland along the ring. A few existing nature
areas & forests could also be used. Among them, Knar bos is located in the middle of the
route as an important rest stop during grazers’ migration. However, there are a few main
national/regional roads (A6, Vogelweg, A28) and border lakes for grazers to cross.

Stepping stones

6.2.1 Technical starting points for design interventions
The second theme addresses the circular airport water management. On the regional scale,
the main concern is insufficient water storage inside the polder under extreme weather and
intense urbanization. More water storage could help balance seasonal water deficit, and
reduce potable water demand.

Regional hydrological conditions
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6.2.2 Potentials
1) Analysis
On the regional scale, the polder is strongly influenced by seepage from the sea and
higher old land (figure 6.4) while surface water insider the polder is manipulated by a manmade drainage system. The current polder water management was designed as two main
catchment areas with different water levels (-5.2 NAP and -6.2 NAP) (figure 6.5). They
are divided by the dashed line (See figure X). Water in each catchment area, will be finally
collected in the main drainage canals including “High canal” (Hoge Vaart), the “Low Canal”
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(Lage Vaart) and Larservaart. This could help determine general water flow directions,
although water flows are driven by many other man-made factors like pumping capacity,
etc.

before it goes to the each main drainage canal. Figure 6.7 shows the potential locations for
enhancing the water catchment capacity. The retention pond could be combined with other
functions like sand extraction & nature development.

Another important factor is the mapping of main locations of urban growth, in order to
understand where the surface water flows come. Figure 6.6 shows major urban growth:
1) Almere growth with 15,000 new homes, 2) Lelystad growth including Lelystad Airport
and its business park, 3) Zeewolde. With urban growth, more surface water flows from the
hard surface to the main drainage canals. Future urbanization will mainly increase flows to
Lage Vaart and Larser Vaart in the low catchment area (figure 6.6), which potentially needs
enlarged water storage capacity.

6.3

2)
Conclusion map
Therefore the ideal location for water storage is where urban surface flows can be stored
0

Suitability study of focus area

The part shows a zoom-in suitability study of my focus area - the overlapping area of the
ring.
By overlaying the criteria for suitability (figure 6.9) for water storage and nature development,
I generated a suitability map. As shown in figure 6.8, dark green area can get wet nature
more easily than the light green one. The light brown is the major area for both Lelystad city/
Airport growth and urban growth of Zeewolde.
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Figure 6.6 Urban growth inside the polder
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Figure 6.7 Potential for enhancement of water management

Suitability for water storage will be mainly based on the direction
of water flows from urbanized area, proximity to “water sink”
(convenient for reuse) as well as height levels. As shown in
figure 6.8, dotted dark blue area needs to address more
surface water flows, and close to urban growth area, and
mostly low levels, therefore more suitable for water storage.
While, the light blue area is around 1m higher than dark blue
area, also further away from cities, therefore less ideal for water
storage (figure 6.9).
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7 Perception study
7.1 Introduction
The perception influences our understanding, responses to landscape, in an aesthetic
sense (Bell, 1999). As explained in the section 3.2.2, the landscape stories related to
collective history, could enable orientation as well as serve as potential selling points of
distinctive experience (for Lelystad Airport). In the perception study, I will focus on studying
particularly the legibility of the “Knar” in relation to orientation to Lelystad Airport, as well
experience of nature as a branding for Lelystad Airport (See chapter 3.2.2 and 3.3.2).
7.2 Orientation & design principles
Orientation means the ability of “locating the familiar (not to get lost) while further exploring
under stimulation” (Thwaites, 2010). There are three interrelated/overlapping dimensions
of orientation. 1) In order to orientate to Lelystad Airport as one moves around, we need
stimulation. Beneficial settings, in this respect, may have high levels of permeability
offering choice of routes, diversity of experience, and encouragement to explore (Bentley
et al., 1985; Rudlin & Falk, 1999). This could increase the potential for alternative routes
and modes of mobility (Thwaites, 2010); 2) Landmarks, views, etc. as navigation aids &
sequences of aids and variations in space (to heighten the experience of progression and
continuity); 3) Periodic experience of change illuminates the contrasts that bring settings to
life, strengthening psychological engagement (Thwaites, 2010).
Therefore, three design components are important for shaping the orientation, including
choices of routes (where movement proceeds), navigation aids (with the help of which,
to locate the destination) as well as diversity of experience. Based on this understanding
of orientation, I will explain the perception study from three aspects (more details in
Appendix 3):
7.2.1

Choices of routes to Lelystad Airport

The ways of transport follow different routes to Lelystad Airport. In my case, there is a shift
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of mobility in an airport – a shift between movement on the ground and in the air. Therefore,
the Knar could present itself during orientation to Lelystad Airport from both 1) the ground
level, including A6 from Amsterdam Metropolitan region and N302 from the south of the
Netherlands, as well as 2) the aerial level when approaching or (departing from) the
airstrip.
7.2.2 Navigation aids, and visibility of Lelystad Airport
There is no clear sign of current airport location along A6. However, the agricultural
fields around the location of the “Knar” remain still open. The panoramic view here could
potentially link to the area of Lelystad airport (image 1 in figure 7.1). Its openness could
enhance the visibility of the airport. Moreover, the focal point, like knardijk, is an important
point of interest which could attract attention.
By contrast, Lelystad Airport is visible from N302 more with the aid of airport built-up area
and airport activities, and with little reference to the Knar. Entrance-marking buildings
in built-up area, add to the feeling of arriving at an airport, including the airport hotel, airport
control tower, the Avidrome (the aircraft museum). Besides, because of flat and open space
of the runway perpendicular to N302, aircraft activities are visible from N302. Aircrafts on the
low altitude are also visible, and meanwhile engine noise is very influential along the nature
area along the Laservaart.
7.2.3 Diversity of experience
In this section, I will explain experience of open space, current forest/ nature areas, and the
Knar. In particular, how the legibility of the Knar is also related to other experiences, which
could enrich the diversity of experience by contrasting with its surroundings.
1) Open space/ views and the Knar
Trees could provide measurement to the scale of the open space in the original idea of
Flevoland polder design. Within a distance of 1 km, trees with a height around 20 m, could
be recognized as more prominent visual block as shown in photos (at point 3). Beyond 2
km, contrast between the flat open field and trees becomes smaller (point 6) (See figure 7.2).

However, newly-added wind turbines, with a height around
60 meters, forms strong presence in the open fields, and
give another dimension of measurement to the open space.

360° panorama

Oostvaardersplassen

The area around the Knar and the Knardijk, possesses a
character of visual “node”, where multiple visual links could
be built with surrounding open space. It mainly includes views
from A6 to the north open field of Lelystad Airport, and further
away to the Knarbos (Image 1 in figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.1 Open views

Knardijk stands out as a distinctive historical element in
the visual “node” area. However, Knardijk with a height of
7.5m relative to the ground level, is less recognizable from a
distance. Currently an oval artwork (9m high and 4m wide)
vertically highlights the dike, located 300 m away from A6 on
the Knardijk. Since roads crossing Knardijk are all elevated
above, there is an experience of going up and down the
slope. Because of its higher topography with shallower clay
deposits (and more sandy soil), land use on either side of
Knardijk is mostly grassland. In the further distance (near the
intersection of Knardijk and Vogelweg), Knarbos highlights
the highest point of “De Knar” although it becomes less
prominent around 3 kilometers away from A6 (Image 6 in
figure 7.2).
In terms of the influence of wind turbines on open views,
this also caused a different sense of open space particularly
around the airport area. Because of the restriction of
adding turbines in the vicinity of Lelystad Airport, the airport
area without turbines, becomes a contrast with the airport
surrounding. The area is cleared out of obstacles like trees
without causing troubles for the airside operation, and
remains quite open. Therefore, when approaching from
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Potentials for enhancement of water management
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Figure 7.2 Perception of the Knar
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N302, there are a lot of open visual corridors (comb-shaped open views) which could
possibility link to the Knar.
2) Experience of nature
Routing along A6 mainly follows along the edge of Oostvaardersplassen without direct
experience of it. When reaching Reigerplas and going through the road bridge across
Lepelaartocht, you can get exposed to more diverse nature types: surface water, wetland,
which engendered a feeling of being surrounded by nature. After an opening at Knardijk,
there is a nature area “Burchtkamp”, close to Lelystad Airport, however without relations to
it.
The east side of the N302 is mostly sheltered with thick trees rows. While, the west side
remains more transparent through a single line of tree trunks except a few areas with big
forest patches (Larserbos and Heggenlandschap, Hogevaartbos). Through these nature
areas, there is a stronger sense of enclosure.

According to a study on factors influencing experience of Dutch nature (Dings, 2014),
two factors could be the main focus to design for two aforementioned issues: 1) Active
interaction: how to interact with nature at close range with multiple senses instead of just
walking around and seeing it, 2) Revealing diverse natural processes, or diverse interaction
with nature, particularly encounters with free moving and “wild” looking animals, which
influence the natural experience.
8 Overview of all design starting points
This part gives a summary of all design staring points explained in earlier chapters, which
are the basis of evaluation on my design alternatives in the following chapters. Starting
points are categorized in three aspects including technical starting points, preconditions
from landscape analysis, and design principles from perception study. Reference chapter
No. is also included after each starting point.

7.3 Conclusion
Orientation spatially varies from choices of routes and ways of mobility. Therefore, Therefore,
the Knar could present itself during orientation to Lelystad Airport from both on the ground
level (mainly A6 and N302), as well as the aerial view when approaching (or departing from)
the airstrip.
More signs need to allude to the location of Lelystad Airport particularly from A6. Lelystad
airport could be more visible through the visual nodes around the Knar and visual corridors
from N302. These open views, in turn, will also enhance visibility of the Knar. In order to
add to diversity of experience and navigation aids, the Knar and Knardijk could be more
recognizable by contrasting with surroundings and integrated with the future airport access.
Routes normally, follow the edge of nature areas with little interaction with the inside. A
few nature areas enrich the limited experience of diversity along the routes. By developing
more nature areas for big grazers, there is also great potential to enhance the experience of
nature.
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Design starting points

Technical criteria for facilitation of grazers’ migration
(See chapter 6.1)

Scale

Landscape analysis (See chapter 5)

Scale

1 A combination of habitats for seasonal migration
2 Suitable habitat types & plant species: a composition of 35% forests,

Regional
Regional

1 Following the current spatial characteristics of the ring and the core
2 Open space with grid-based pattern (See chapter 5.2)
3 Room for urban/airport growth (See chapter 1.1)
4 Airport accessibility (See chapter 1.1)

Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional/ Local

65% for other nature habitats including dry grassland & water sources

3 Optimal widths for a core living area: 1024 m
4 Crossings through infrastructure barriers
5 Rest stop area for (long distance) migration (longer than 10km) 300 ha
6 Co-use should avoid the core living area, particular without human

Regional
Regional/ Local
Regional
Regional/ Local

Perception study (See chapter 7)

1 Open views from the visual node along A6 and visual corridors from

Regional/ Local

N302

disturbance at nighttime and during dispersion and reproduction peak
(September – March)

2 Diverse experience of the Knar including both the ground and aerial

Regional

level

3 Contrasting the Knar (or the Knardijk) with surroundings
4 Active interactions with diverse nature areas
5 Encounters with big grazers

Technical criteria for circular water use for airport/ urban growth
(See chapter 6.2)

1 Water storage at a lower level
2 Closeness to the urbanized area
3 Using existing drainage canals (Meerkoetentocht & Eendentocht)
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Regional
Regional
Regional

Regional/ Local
Regional/ Local
Local
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DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

9 Design Alternatives
In the last chapter, I discuss potentials for both design assignments - 1) nature development
potentials for grazers’ migration and 2) circular water management, as well as input from
landscape analysis and perception study surrounding the landscape story the "Knar” and
Knardijk. Next, I prioritize each theme in order to generate different design alternatives
The first model is the overlapping of technical solutions for both design assignments. The
Second, aims to maximize nature development in a way that could promote the interaction
with nature/grazers, particularly experience of nature as a branding for Lelystad Airport.
As explained earlier, the landscape story related to the "Knar”, could act as a potential
intermediary to bridge both design assignments. Therefore, the third model explored the
0

experience of the Knar and how it relates to orientation to Lelystad Airport, while the fourth
model focused on Knardijk as the division of two polders and how it could contrast with
surroundings.
9.1 Alternative one – The technical model
I first developed a model based on technical requirements. These requirements include
peak storage need (around 130 ha) based on my calculation (See Appendix 2) and an
optimal nature corridor (1-km-wide core living area plus extra width for co-use like recreation
) (See Chapter 6.1).
As shown in figure 9.2, the left side of the Knardijk is reserved as the core living area

5 km

0

Almere

5 km

Oostvaardersplassen
Lelystad

Knardijk

Crossing infrastructure

Lelystad Airport

Possible co-use
(e.g. recreation)

Peak storage

Helophytes

Core living area

Knarbos

Rest stop

Core living area

2 km

Grassland
Water
Forest
Existing city
Planned city
National highway
Elevated road
Canal/ stream
Bike routes
Terminal

Figure 9.1 Current situation
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10 km

Crossing infrastructure

300 ha
150 ha

Higer area for migration during flooding

Figure 9.2 The technical model

XXL Oostvaardersplassen
0

of the migration route. For this area is directly connected to
Oostvaardersplassen and further away from human disturbance
and airport activities. The right side of the Knaridijk is more
suitable for combination with other use - for instance, water
storage for the Lelsyatd Airport. Water (from the airport) is
transported to this area along existing canals and further treated
through helophytes.
9.2 Alternative two – “XXL Oostvaarderplassen”

5

This alternative maximized linkages between Oostvaarderplassen
and other nature areas. In turn, experience of nature & grazers
becomes a branding for Lelystad Airport (figure 9.3).

Third, the nature area between Knardijk and Lelystad Aiport, is
designed with more recreational uses since it’s close to the city
and Lelystad Airport, with less disturbance to the core living area.
The recreation includes bike routes, and particularly a segrated
nature island which could be accessed from the airport terminal
through a walking corridor, offer a soothing and relaxing place
mainly for departing passengers.

2
1

5

First, it has multiple links to the stream valley Eem, River IJssel
and Veluwe, which could provide more migration opportunities.
Partly elevated main infrastructure A6 and N305, reduces barriers
for migration while being immersed in enlarged nature areas with
moving big grazers during orientation to Lelystad Airport.
Second, the green ring connects all the big "green enclaves"
(Oosvaardersplassen, Horsterwold Almere Hout, etc.) while
providing great potential of ecosystem services for the future
growth of Lelystad, Almere and Zeewolde.

5 km

3

4

5

5
2

Grassland
Water
Forest
Existing city
Planned city
National highway
Elevated road
Canal/ stream
Bike routes
Terminal

4
4
1 Accessible nature island from the teminal

2 Elevated roads surrounded by nature areas
3 Bike routes inside nature areas
4 Crossing the shipping channel of border lakes
5 Green ring connecting Lelystad, Almere and
Zeewolde
Figure 9.3 XXL Oostvaardersplassen
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Assessment of Alternative two - “XXL Oostvaarderplassen”

Technical criteria for facilitation of grazers’ migration
(See chapter 6.1)

1 A combination of habitats for seasonal migration
2 Suitable habitat types & plant species: a composition of 35% forests,

Assessment
Very strong (++)
Strong (+)
Average (+/-)
Weak (-)
Very weak (--)

++
+

65% for other nature habitats including dry grassland & water sources

3 Optimal widths for a core living area: 1024 m
4 Crossings through infrastructure barriers
5 Rest stop area for (long distance) migration (longer than 10km) 300 ha
6 Co-use should avoid the core living area, particularly without human

+
++
+/+/-

Landscape analysis (See chapter 5)

1 Following the current spatial characteristics of the ring and the core
2 Open space with grid-based pattern (See chapter 5.2)
3 Room for urban/airport growth (See chapter 1.1)
4 Airport accessibility (See chapter 1.1)

2 Diverse experience of the Knar including both the ground and aerial
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+/-

N302

Technical criteria for circular water use for airport/ urban growth
(See chapter 6.2)

1 Water storage at a lower level
2 Closeness to the urbanized area
3 Using existing drainage canal (Meerkoetentocht & Eendentocht)

++
+
+/-

Perception study (See chapter 7)

1 Open views from the visual node along A6 and visual corridors from

disturbance at nighttime and during dispersion and reproduction peak
(September – March)

Assessment
Very strong (++)
Strong (+)
Average (+/-)
Weak (-)
Very weak (--)

-

level

+/+/+/-

3 Contrasting the Knar (or the Knardijk) with surroundings
4 Active interactions with diverse nature areas
5 Encounters with big grazers

++
++

The Knar identity model
0

9.3 Alternative three – The Knar identity model

5 km

Experience of the Knar can contribute to selling points and
also orientation to Lelystad Airport (See chapter 3.3). This
alternative maximizes the reading of the Knar and how it relates to
approaching and departing from Lelystad Airport.
First, water storage at a lower area contributed to contrasting
the Knar (500 v. Chr.) (and the Knardijk) with surroundings.
Meanwhile, the Knar is vertically emphasized by enlarged
Knarbos. The watching tower at the highest point of the Knar,
provides views from above while framing a linear visual link to
Veluwe in order to reveal this historical geographical relation.

3

1

Second, open views towards the Knar, is preserved, from A6,
N302, Vogelweg and N307, and Lelystad Airport.Views from the
airplane are also important since this area is aligned with flight
routes. Therefore, it is also a vintage point of overlooking at the
Knar from the airplane, which aims for another dimension of
perceiving the Knar.

1 Contrasting the Knar (500 v. Chr.) with
surroundings
2 Contrasting the Knardijk with surface water
3 View lines to the Knar
4 Big water storage area
5 Widest nature corridor

3

2

4

3
5

Grassland
Water
Forest
Existing city
Planned city
National highway
Canal/ stream
Watching tower
Terminal
Figure 9.4 The Knar identity model
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Assessment of Alternative three - The Knar identity model

Technical criteria for facilitation of grazers’ migration
(See chapter 6.1)

1 A combination of habitats for seasonal migration
2 Suitable habitat types & plant species: a composition of 35% forests,

Assessment
Very strong (++)
Strong (+)
Average (+/-)
Weak (-)
Very weak (--)

-+/-

65% for other nature habitats including dry grassland & water sources

3 Optimal widths for a core living area: 1024 m
4 Crossings through infrastructure barriers
5 Rest stop area for (long distance) migration (longer than 10km) 300 ha
6 Co-use should avoid the core living area, particularly without human

++
+
+

Landscape analysis (See chapter 5)

1 Following the current spatial characteristics of the ring and the core
2 Open space with grid-based pattern (See chapter 5.2)
3 Room for urban/airport growth (See chapter 1.1)
4 Airport accessibility (See chapter 1.1)

2 Diverse experience of the Knar including both the ground and aerial
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--+/-

++

N302

Technical criteria for circular water use for airport/ urban growth
(See chapter 6.2)

1 Water storage at a lower level
2 Closeness to the urbanized area
3 Using existing drainage canal (Meerkoetentocht & Eendentocht)

+/-

Perception study (See chapter 7)

1 Open views from the visual node along A6 and visual corridors from

disturbance at nighttime and during dispersion and reproduction peak
(September – March)

Assessment
Very strong (++)
Strong (+)
Average (+/-)
Weak (-)
Very weak (--)

++

level

++
+
+/-

3 Contrasting the Knar (or the Knardijk) with surroundings
4 Active interactions with diverse nature areas
5 Encounters with big grazers

++
+/+/-

The Knardijk as the division of two polders
0

5 km

9.4 Alternative four – The Knardijk as the division of two
polders
The Knardijk was constructed first as part of Eastern Flevoland
(1956). Before the reclamation of Southern Flevoland, it
represented the divison between land and water. This alternative,
emphasized the story of "division" as a way of highlighting the
Knardijk.
There are two strategies of emphasizing the division.
First, water storage was concentrated on the left side (Southern
Flevoland) in order to contribute to an experience of land and
water on the Knardijk.

3

1

1

2

second, I highlighted differences between two polders along
the Knardijk. In Southern Flevoland, farm houses and farm
roads were organzed in a north-south direction while in Eastern
Flevoland, they were mainly organized in an east-west direction
along the Knardijk. Newly-added wind turbines also follows this
pattern. Therefore, water storage also highlighted this difference
by following the orientation of the Knardijk on the left and
extending from the airtrips and existing canals on the right.

1 Contrasting the Knardijk by emphasizing
difference between two polders
2 Open views to the Knardijk
3 Grid-based pattern

Grassland
Water
Forest
Existing city
Planned city
Canal/ stream
Knardijk
Historical sites
Figure 9.5 The Knardijk as the division of two polders
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Assessment of Alternative four - The Knardijk as the division of two polders

Technical criteria for facilitation of grazers’ migration
(See chapter 6.1)

1 A combination of habitats for seasonal migration
2 Suitable habitat types & plant species: a composition of 35% forests,

Assessment
Very strong (++)
Strong (+)
Average (+/-)
Weak (-)
Very weak (--)

--

65% for other nature habitats including dry grassland & water sources

3 Optimal widths for a core living area: 1024 m
4 Crossings through infrastructure barriers
5 Rest stop area for (long distance) migration (longer than 10km) 300 ha
6 Co-use should avoid the core living area, particularly without human

+/-+/+/-

Landscape analysis (See chapter 5)

1 Following the current spatial characteristics of the ring and the core
2 Open space with grid-based pattern (See chapter 5.2)
3 Room for urban/airport growth (See chapter 1.1)
4 Airport accessibility (See chapter 1.1)

2 Diverse experience of the Knar including both the ground and aerial
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++

N302

Technical criteria for circular water use for airport/ urban growth
(See chapter 6.2)

1 Water storage at a lower level
2 Closeness to the urbanized area
3 Using existing drainage canal (Meerkoetentocht & Eendentocht)

+/+
+/+/-

Perception study (See chapter 7)

1 Open views from the visual node along A6 and visual corridors from

disturbance at nighttime and during dispersion and reproduction peak
(September – March)

Assessment
Very strong (++)
Strong (+)
Average (+/-)
Weak (-)
Very weak (--)

+

level

+/+

3 Contrasting the Knar (or the Knardijk) with surroundings
4 Active interactions with diverse nature areas
5 Encounters with big grazers

++
+/+/-

10 Assessment
Based on the list of design starting points, I gave an assessment of each alternative. Each
starting point was examined with different scales of strength or weakness, from very strong
(++), strong (+), average (+/-), to weak (-), very weak (--) (See the assessment table after
each alternative). Very strong strengths of each alternative were highlighted with a green
background color and weaknesses with brown.

Fourth, one weakness of Alternative three requires consideration of balance between room
for urban growth and nature development. In Alternative Three, the area between Knardijk
and N302 is all developed as nature area. However, the airport growth, could bring about
great potential for urban growth to the south. In the landscape structure plan, the south half
is reserved for the future urban growth (figure 9.6).

11 Landscape structure plan and design criteria
Among all design starting points and design alternatives, some are complementary while
some are conflicting with one another. In the following paragraphs, I will clarify how I
combined and prioritized strengths in my structure plan (figure 9.6).
Based on the assessment table, first, I found the strengths betwen the Alternative three
- the Knar identity model and two - XXL Oostvaardersplassen, are not mutually exclusive
of each other. Reading of the Knar can add to another culture-historical layer to the plan
of maximizing nature (experience of nature). In turn, experience of nature (and grazers),
together with the narrative of the Knar, could contribute to the diversity of experience,
branding and orientation to Lelystad Airport.
Second, differences between Alternative three and four, revealed a choice of different
form-giving principles - the natural form of the Knar (500 v. Chr.) or the grid-based
pattern. However, nature development no longer follows the efficient drainage grids for
the farmland, the pattern therefore could adapt to requirements of a more natural form.
Meanwhile, the natural form of the Knar acts as a strong contrast with surrounding arable
land, which could enhance engagement in both types of landscape (See chapter 7).
Third, I prioritize more water storage area compared to the technical requirement of peak
storage. In the long term, this area could provide potential of recylcing waste water for
Lelystad city as well. Recycling waste water on a bigger scale could also benefit recylcing
materials from waste water (KWR, 2016). However, it may need extra care for bird landing
issues.
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LANDSCAPE STRUCTURE PLAN
10

1 Elevated A6
2 The core living area of the
migration route
3 Terminal
4 runway
5 Nature island
6 Water corridor
7 Watching tower
8 Knardijk
9 Helophytes
10 Ecoducts across the
navigation channel
11 Enlarged Knarbos
12 Bike routes
13 “Green” ring
14 Urban growth
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5 km

8

7
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9

3
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13
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DETAILED DESIGN

0

500m

Circular water cycle
Helophtes
Aeration
pipes
Existing canal
(collecting water)
Pumping station

A
A
Section A In order to enhance visibility of Lelystad Airport from A6 as well as
views towards the Knar and nature area, A6 takes a detour at this intersection, and
surrounds existing nature area Burchtkmap in the middle.

Section B Ha-ha wall could be used as a natural
barrier to prevent movement of big grazers which
may cause concerns on airport operation safety

C

Section C The water corridor links the
terminal to a nature island (also part of the
Knar), aiming for an experience of nature as
a branding for Lelystad Airport. (See visuals
next page)

C

B

B
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Lelystad

The Knardijk

CURRENT SITUATION

DETAILED DESIGN
A6

The image shows a water corridor from the terminal to the nature island (which is
vertically emphasized by enlarged Knarbos). The island is accessible by bike in
the summer (see the visual below), while in the winter it will be flooded in order
to reduce the human disturbance during the migration peak (See next page). A
watching tower in the distance, highlights the location of Lelystad Airport.
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The Knarbos

The Knarbos
1

Lelystad Airport

View point
1
Source: Google earth
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Lelystad

The Knardijk

DETAILED DESIGN

CURRENT SITUATION

A6

The entrance to Lelystad Airport from A6 is combined with aeration of the circular
water cycle. The strong sound and splashing of water aims to induce a sense of
danger which could associate with the historical atmosphere of the Knar. Moreover,
moving water could also help prevent bird landing issues in airport surroundings.

The Knarbos

2
The Knarbos

Lelystad Airport
View point
2
Source: Google earth
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This thesis explored the options for reciprocity between the development of Lelystad Airport
and Nature network Flevoland. Both developments are paralleled by a fierce debate. I
conducted a social discourse analysis in order to find out possible ways to bridge these
two antagonizing debates. Based on my theoretical lens and core conflicts in both debates,
I interpreted and further narrowed down the design assignments to circular airport water
management and facilitation of big grazers’ migration in the context of Flevoland polders.

nature development for following the grid-based pattern. The second maximized the linkage
between Oostvaarderplassen and surrounding nature areas in a way that could promote
interaction with nature and big grazers. The third maximized the reading of “De Knar” in
relation to orientation to Lelystad Airport from both the ground view and aerial view. The four
maximized the reading of Knardijk as the division of two Flevoland polders.

A landscape design approach, as a way of bridging two debates, turned out to be
especially rewarding:

After evaluation with the list of design starting points, the synthesized plan prioritizes design
criteria – legibility of “De Knar” and experience of big grazers with high relevance to bridging
both debates. Enriched by a few test designs (surrounding both design criteria) on local
scale, I develop the landscape structure plan as the basis for the detailed design.

First, the landscape model from Wageningen University, provides an operational framework
of understanding landscape, and particularly how Lelystad Airport and Oostvaardersplassen
could work in concert with the underlying driven forces, ecological processes and cultural/
historical values - coming to a spatial expression by the “Knar”.

12 Discussion
12.1 Comparison of nature corridor plans

The input from the landscape analysis revealed coherent physical patterns – the Flevo-core
and the Flevo-ring. In particular, I chose to focus on solutions that would also strengthen the
ring area of the landscape - “De Knar” (and Knardijk). With technical design requirements
from literature study, I located the design interventions in relation to the ring area
Second, landscape narrative plays a role in making the mentioned relationship legible and
giving form to experience of nature (big grazers) as a branding of Lelystad Airport.
Three relevant design components were further defined for shaping the orientation to
Lelystad Airport, including 1) routing on both the ground and aerial level, 2) navigation aids
(with a focus on visibility of Lelystad Airport) as well as 3) diversity of experience. Among
diverse experiences, the experience of the (Dutch) nature is crucial. Based on the relevance
to my thesis, two factors are emphasized to enhance feeling of naturalness: 1) diverse
encounters of free moving animals (swimming, foraging, migration, etc.); 2) diversity of
interaction – particular active interaction with big grazers at close range (Dings, 2016).
Bearing in mind the starting points, I generated four design alternatives to maximize different
themes. The first followed the optimal technical requirements for both water storage and
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With this thesis, I explored an alternative plan of nature development which could achieve
reciprocity with Lelystad Airport. And this plan is different from the proposed “Groen –Blauwe
zone Oostvaarderswold” (Arcadis, 2006), a nature corridor between Oostvaarderplassen
and Horsterwold, close to Almere. There are two main goals of developing an area with
green-blue services: an ecological corridor as a robust connection between nature areas,
as well as multifuntionality: recreation and water management for city growth (Arcadis,
2006).
The question may arise regarding the contribution of my plan compared to the previous one.
In order to understand the strength of the alternative proposed in my thesis, it is essential to
discuss both plans in terms of the goals of this design assignment as well as to clarify major
concerns in my thesis. In the following paragraphs, I will compare the proposed plan (Plan 1)
and the proposal in my thesis (Plan 2).
1) Ecological corridor:
Both have advantages and disadvantages. Oostvaarderswold is a shorter and direct
connection to Horsterwold. It crosses narrower border lake (Nuldernauw), however, it needs
to deal with a few main infrastructure barriers (A28, N303) before it reaches Veluwe.

My plan follows the Knardijk where there are a few existing nature areas that act as potential
stepping stones. Furthermore, it well aligns with other nature development projects, for
instance, “Hierdense Poort” near Harderdijk following the old stream valley and floodplain of
River IJssel. Moreover, it can utilize an existing ecoduct across A28, which is directly linked
to Veluwe. The main criticism on my plan, is related to crossing the Veluwemeer with a wider
span and busy recreational activities.

Discourse analysis is the method of understanding different aspects of social debates –
how certain things are being told, and what had been enabled/or constrained in a particular
context (Cheek, 2004). It is the prerequisite of pinpointing my design assignments –
deciding what conflicts need to be addressed in the thesis. The Dutch newspaper NRC
is used as my main data source. A content analysis of texts is used to construct the
discourses.

2) Multifunctionality:
Both plans could be combined with other functions in different ways. Oostvaarderswold
addresses recreational need, soil subsidence and water storage surrounding Almere.

One main constraint of applying this method is regarding the single data source I used.
I chose NRC because of the credibility of articles. The analysis could be enriched by
triangulation with multiple data sources including other newspaper, in-depth interview, and
the like.

By contrast, my plan also combines with the future needs of water storage and recreation
for Lelystad and Zeewolde. More importantly, it highlights the historical/cultural values of
the “Knar” and the Knardijk. However, its proximity to Lelystad Aiport may increase the
probability of bird collision, therefore I paid extra attention to bird landing.
1 In conclusion, I foresee that the ecological corridor following Knardijk, possesses a
stronger ecological basis including diverse existing nature habitats and ecoducts compared
to Oostvaarderswold.
2 My plan adds an additional culture-historical layer and thus increases the multifunctionality.
This combination adds meaning to the nature development as well as approaching and
departing from Lelystad Airport.
3 Oostvaarderswold possesses a strong purpose serving for Almere instead of Lelystad.
However, it may at the same time limit the Almere growth by leaving less room in between
Almere and Oostvaarderswold. Meanwhile, it may not be underestimated that Lelystad
Airport growth could be accompanied by rapid urban growth as well. My plan as an
alternative combination with Lelystad growth also shows benefits as explained in previous
chapters.
12.2 Research methods - Discourse analysis

Admittedly, “Analysts are not only readers but also producers of discourse” (Parker
& Burman, 1993) (Cheek, 2004). Newspaper agencies or journalists, have different
preferences of reporting. Among the news from NRC I analyzed, it shows a major focus on
reporting technical or experts’ “truth” while the emotional side did not receive equal attention
compared to other Dutch newspaper like De Telegraaf. Not to mention possible data
variation from the local newspaper.
However, this restriction is carefully complemented by 1) the selection of report types
and 2) theoretical lenses defining design assignments. First, I have a purposeful sampling
on background news rather than opinions. Second, instead of aiming for disentangling
multifaceted nature of conflicts, from intentionally chosen theoretical lenses, I interpret the
conflicts of my focus as an alternative reading – circular airport water management from the
perspective of sustainable aviation, as well as nature development opportunities from the
perspective of management of interaction between human and animals.
12.3 Branding airport and landscape narrative
Airport growth, which could potentially bring about massive transformation of landscape
across multiple levels of scale (from global to local), is little discussed in landscape
architecture. Until recent few years, emerging topics related to airport planning and design,
reveals more potential area for landscape architects to involve in, including concepts like
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(airport) noise landscape, airport city, and airport-related resource conservation under
climate change. In my thesis, in order to bridge two social debates in the context of
Flevoland polders, I explored the combination of Lelystad Airport and nature development
as my design assignments. However, there is still a lot of room for discussion from other
angles. For instance, in terms of circular resource cycles other than water, how other
resource flows (food, materials, energy, etc.) of the airport could achieve reciprocity with its
surroundings. These discussions could contribute to a complete picture of functions the
“Knar” could offer.
On the other hand, how to design landscape narratives through human experience gradually
becomes a central question during design exercises. A detailed phenomenological study of
the “Knar” could help enrich the design with more sensuous input and onsite inspirations.
Moreover, in order to test “usefulness” of this approach, it is relevant to see whether & how,
the new story-telling could positively influence or even bridge the current debates. In this
sense, it is also interesting to explore representation tools to facilitate the communication.
12.4 Big grazer management and social acceptance
As explained in the theoretical chapters, to what extent the mutuality (between human
and animals) could happen, remains largely uncertain. For instance in the design of nature
corridor “Oostvaarderswold”, one question is regarding “should the border be fenced or
left open for grazers to enter the farmland nearby?” An investigation into farmers’ opinions
showed concerns about grazers’ possible damage to crops and other inconvenience.
However it’s still little known to what extent that this damage/inconvenience would happen
(Alterra, 2006). Therefore, in order to promote the mutuality between human and animals,
effort is largely insufficient from only nature managers. It needs the involvement of broader
society to develop affective relations with these animals – involving recreationists, residents,
farmers, and the wider public (Boonman-Berson, 2018).
13 Conclusion
This thesis aims for reciprocity between Lelystad Airport growth and big grazer management
in Oostvaardersplassen, through landscape design approach
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In order to disentangle conflicts from such complex social discourses and find common
ground for appreciation, it is only approachable through narrowing down my focus and
design assignments through my theoretical lens. The landscape design approach, is
contributive in the sense of locating potentials for technical interventions in the landscape
context, as well as creating a new narrative – legibility of the “Knar” and the Knardijk in
relation to orientation to Lelystad Airport and experience of nature.
Design question (DQ):
What are landscape design alternatives that can enhance mutually benefits, regarding water
and nature, for Lelystad Airport and Natuurnetwerk Flevoland ?
This question is answered in three steps:
1) Determining design assignments. First I look into social discourses through analysis
of news from newspaper NRC. Then I further narrow down my design focuses through
theoretical lenses - sustainability of aviation and management of interaction between human
and animals. Design tasks mutually beneficial as addressed in the thesis, includes circular
airport water management and nature development opportunities to facilitate grazers’
migration (See chapter 4.4).
2) Understanding of the landscape and collection of design starting points. The designed
landscape of Flevoland polders are understood as a basic structure of the ring and the
core. In particular, the overlapping area of the ring could potentially bind both design
assignments in spatial terms. First, by applying technical design starting points related
to water management and nature development to facilitate grazers’ migration, I generate
potential maps for each assignment, particularly surrounding this area (See chapter 5 and 6).
Second, I also look for design principles in order to make the new relationship perceptible
- legibility of “De Knar” and Knardijlk in relation to orientation to Lelystad Airport (including
experience of nature). The binding story – the “Knar” at a later stage, broadened the range
of themes.
3) Design alternatives are based on prioritizing different themes, including water storage,

nature development and legibility of De Knar/Knardijk in relation to orientation to Lelystad
Airport and experience of nature. Alternative three & four, focus on legibility of “De Knar”
and Knardijk mainly in relation to orientation to Lelystad Airport while Alternative one & two,
research into a technical model for water storage (based on my calculation) and optimal
nature corridor, and a model which maximize nature development in a way that could
promote better interaction between the airport and the nature area (See chapter 9).
Research question (RQ):
What design criteria could contribute to the reciprocity between the development of Lelystad
Airport and Natuurnetwerk Flevoland?
Design criteria are generated based on assessment of design alternatives with a list of
design starting points found from earlier sub-questions:
1) Technical design starting points related to two design interventions (circular airport water
use, and big grazers’ migration) by literature study. Two design assignments were defined
through chosen theoretical lenses, responding to conflicts from social discourse analysis.
2) Design requirements also came from understanding of the designed landscape of
Flevoland polders. Landscape systems and physical characteristics are the basis of
“weaving” technical starting points into the context (See chapter 5).
3) In addition, form-giving is also about enhancing human experience. Design principles
from perception study also contributed to the evaluation.

Enlarged water storage could cope with future extreme weathers (flooding/ droughts), as
well as provide non-potable water reuse for Lelystad city/ airport and surrounding arable
lands while reducing the use of clean ground water (See chapter 3.3); b) Potentials of
strong ecological basis along the Knardijk for nature development, including existing diverse
nature habitats and the wet nature due to seepage. With climate change, the area along
the Knardijk could ideally open and adapt to the future need of a migration route in order to
achieve a more sustainable big grazer management (See chapter 3.4).
3) More importantly, legibility of the “Knar” was found with great strength to bridge both
design assignments. The “Knar” has long-standing historical stories (See chapter 5 and
7). However, these stories throughout the landscape history, became less legible after the
reclamation through a modernistic approach. As explained in earlier paragraphs, there is a
high contextual relevance and technical potential for both Lelystad Airport growth and nature
development to the “Knar”. This local/regional landscape narrative of the “Knar”, became
essential in the sense of branding Lelystad Airport and adding a culture-historical layer to
nature development (See chapter 3.3.2 and 7).
This thesis acts as an experiment of designing new narratives to bridging social conflicts,
particularly on the imaginative level. The imaginative level refers to a design strategy that
aims to attach new meanings (to both debates) related to local landscape history instead
of solely technical solutions (See Chapter 3.2.2). Technical solutions are still relevant. More
importantly, this story, as an intermediary of two debates, help bind technical solutions for
both design assignments, and provide common ground for appreciation.

After evaluation by these three clusters of design starting points, the design criteria which
could contribute to reciprocity of both debates, are threefold:
1) First, through analysis of designed landscape of Flevoland polders, I found the
overlapping area of the ring could spatially act as the potential binding element. This
became an important spatial starting point for testing technical starting points of each design
assignment (See chapter 5).
2) Meanwhile, this area showed strong technical potentials for both design assignments:
a) Potentials for circular water use responding to a drastic urban/Lelystad airport growth.
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APPENDIX 1 - CONTENT ANALYSIS OF NRC NEWS (LELYSTAD AIRPORT)
To save papers of the thesis report, only two examples of content analysis for each
debate are shown here. More original data analysis could be accessed via this link:
https://1drv.ms/u/s!AoVI2PoonUd1iAbgXkkE3BKLstIz?e=Kx7Rkz
Annotated bibliography
Content analysis

No.

Title (Red highlight: more
relevant)

1

Tweede leven voor de
luchtmachtbasis Twente:
burgerluchtvaart/ Second life N/A
for the Twente air force base:
civil aviation

2

3

Overijssel vreest herrie door
vliegtuigen voor Lelystad/
Overijssel fears noise caused
by aircraft for Lelystad

Rondje Nederland met ruim
duizend kilometer per uur/
Around the Netherlands at
more than a thousand
kilometers per hour

Types of news

Related individual or
organiza�on

Date

Brief

Open Codes

Descrip�on

Twente airport/
government

20170330

Twente Airport has a future as
an 'outdoor laboratory for
avia�on', according to State
Secretary Dijksma.

Twente Airport/
outdoor
laboratoryfor
avia�on

1 In Twente there are quite a few people who want to ﬂy
with a business jet . /// Moreover, the smaller air traﬃc is "a business jet" "opportuni�es for
moving out from Lelystad because of the expansion. Here Twente and Teuge"
are opportuni�es for Twente and Teuge.

1 Alexander ter Kuile
from Haarle. He is one
of the three members of
the Luchtruim Overijssel
working group that
provides Hoog Overijssel
In Overijssel there is unrest
with informa�on, and
about low ﬂying aircra� to
20170404 Lelystad Airport. A
NRC/ Background was head of the
interna�onal
misunderstanding, says State
organiza�on of air
Secretary Dijksma.
traﬃc control
organiza�ons for nine
years. 2 State Secretary
Dijksma. 3 architect Paul
de Ruiter, Studio NRC

NRC/ Background Hyperloop one

Super fast transport through a
tube almost without air
resistance. The American
20170606
company Hyperloop One is just
in the Netherlands to choose
the best European route.

1 "skep�cism about the ﬁnancial feasibility. Lack of
enthusiasm among airlines to move." /"the consequences
for the birds of the Oostvaardersplassen." 2 "Ac�on group
Hoog Overijssel is against low approach routes for Lelystad
Airport. The group fears noise pollu�on above Zwolle, the
Vecht valley, Salland, the Lemelerberg, the Holterberg and
the Weerribben nature reserve, with damaging
consequences for residents, tourism and nature." 3
"Everything is now about the height of the routes. This can
be adjusted, with beneﬁts for all par�es. It is
incomprehensible that poli�cians refuse to take our
proposal seriously. 4 "two so-called wai�ng areas - above
Steenwijkerland and above Hellendoorn / Raalte. If an
Overijssel, low ﬂying
aircra� can not yet land due to circumstances, it ﬂies (laps)
aircra�/noise/
in such a wai�ng area.". 5 "Problem of the proposal for
misunderstanding,
higher ﬂying: the airspace above 6,000 feet is exclusively
State Secretary
reserved for traﬃc to and from Schiphol. " 6 Ter Kuile,
Dutch airspace is managed ineﬃciently and the obsolete
layout blocks growth. "Lelystad can not handle more than
10,000 ﬂights with the current layout." 7 Deputy Bert
Boerman (ChristenUnie) of the province of Overijssel,
"wants "clarity" from Dijksma", "There must be clear
communica�on about the al�tude of the routes and the
number of ﬂights." 8 " I live there myself, this fear is
unjus�ﬁed."---Sharon Dijksma, State Secretary for
Infrastructure and the Environment. 9 architect Paul de
Ruiter, the appearance of Lelystad Airport is designed in the
spirit of Lely, "will be one open space, with a covered hall
as entrance and wood as the most important material",
1clean and quiet (the drive is electric) and cheaper in
construc�on and maintenance 2 Perhaps the biggest
obstacle is social acceptance. Windmills are seen as
Hyperloop One/
horizon pollu�on, resistance to pipes on poles in the
super fast transport/
landscape is obvious.//3 However, Schultz is thinking of a
faster than Boeing
connec�on between Lelystad Airport, which will open in
737
2019 to relieve Schiphol, and Schiphol. Due to a hyperloop,
there will then be one airport. Schultz: "Gate to gate in 4
minutes instead of the current 45 minutes!".

Open codes

Descrip�on

Focused
codes:

interlocked eﬀect on the func�ons of other
airport in the Netherlands : other airport
probably will also take over previous
func�ons from Lelystad Airport

1,6

skep�cism: ﬁnancial
feasibility/inﬂuence on
Oostvaardersplassen/ a�rac�veness
for airlines, against low approach
routes/ noise, higher routes reserved
for Schphol/current routes are not up
for discussion/ ineﬃcient airspace
layout/(terminal) design in the spirit of
Lely

Ac�on group from mainly the northern &
eastern Netherlands, protest against the
low lying ﬂight & ﬂight route op�ons, and
ques�on about why these decisona were
made/ public par�cipa�on/ eﬀect on
residents, tourism, nature

1, 4

alterna�ve transport methods/
connec�on between Schiphol &
Lelystad / social acceptance: visual
impact

proponent & Opponent, facing the same
transport alterna�ve, have diﬀerent
conclusions to the expansion of Lelystad
Airport :1 Proponent: Schiphol & Lelystad
united as one 2 Opponent, air traﬃc could
be replaced by hyperloop, less ﬂight/ clean,
quiet & cheaper tranporta�on with high
speed ( or linkage with other transporta�on)

2
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19

20

Een belevingsvlucht laat horen
hoe het in 2020 klinkt/
'Experience ﬂight' shows how NRC/ Background Ac�on Groups
Lelystad Airport sounds in
2020

1 Because the nuisance is mainly in the frequency, the
experience ﬂight is meaningless, say eighteen ac�on groups
from six provinces... 2 more cri�cism,"the aircra� is too
light due to the lack of passengers."3 Wieger van der Veen
from Ha�em, sound expert and member of the resident
On Wednesday, a Boeing ﬂies
group who helped prepare the ﬂight, “You hardly hear that
along the routes of Lelystad
diﬀerence. More importantly, you acknowledge that the
Airport, to let residents hear on test ﬂight/sound
measurement is never exact, you have to take into account
20180529
the ground what it is like. There /residents/skep�cism a devia�on of six to twelve decibels up or down. " 4 against
is a lot of skep�cism in
the expansion of Lelystad Airport. 5 The mistrust of the
advance.
ac�on groups is great. They have no conﬁdence in the
minister's promises about the future of Lelystad Airport.///
” the resistance to the expansion of Lelystad has been
broadened to prevent the growth of avia�on, with climate
as stakes". 6 there is li�le chance that the experience ﬂight
will increase the support for Lelystad.

" trail ﬂight/ meaningless (ac�on
groups)" " test ﬂight is too light
(without passengers) " " no
conﬁdence in the minister's promises"
" li�le change of increasing (public)
supoort for Lelystad Airport"

doubts in the test ﬂights (not representa�ve
of the real situa�on) / mistrust in the
minister's promises/a broadened debate
around the ava�on growth under climate
change

4,5

1 The mistrust of opponents will not be taken away by the
ﬂight, Bruins acknowledges. Opponents will not easily say
that the noise is not that bad. "But because of this ﬂight,
we know more, and that's great." 2 VVD and CDA are in
favor of rapid opening, intended to relieve Schiphol. They
provide economic damage if Schiphol can not con�nue to
grow. 3 ChristenUnie and D66 set two condi�ons for the
opening of Lelystad. Bruins: "A�er 2023, when the airspace
is reclassiﬁed, it must be over with the low ﬂight paths. And
we must know for certain that we can force airlines from
Schiphol to Lelystad if necessary. 4 "legal space", "a socalled traﬃc distribu�on rule", not certain. The European
Commission must approve a Dutch proposal for this. 5 The
debate about Lelystad Airport is about more than avia�on,
according to Bruins. "It is now about the reliability of
management. The avia�on sector has lost a lot of credit.
"But the most important thing is that the avia�on sector
also keeps to the rules and that the government is reliable.
Lelystad oﬀers the opportunity for that. " 6 preliminary
noise measurements and resident experiences will be
announced on Friday.

"mistrust of opponents/ not taken
away by test ﬂights" " economic
damage" " " debate is more than
avia�on/ the avia�on sector has lost a
lot of credit"

economic damage associated with
dampened Schiphol growth/ credit risk of
avai�on sector / noise
measurement/dilemma between economic
growth & technical/ﬁnancial
/legal/social/physical environmental
restric�ons (of avia�on industry )

1,3,4,6,7

‘Dat is ’m nog niet. Dat is een
andere Boeing van Transavia’/
NRC/ Reportage
"That's not it yet. That is
another Boeing from
Transavia '

poli�cal par�es

‘Je ruikt het, je proeft het.
Vooral als er weinig wind is’/
"You smell it, you taste it.
Especially when there is little
wind "

nearly two thousand
residents, local
poli�cians and members
of environmental
organiza�ons came to
About two thousand people
the mee�ngs. The
protested against airports'
ac�on was organized by 20180623
growth in six ci�es near
Greenpeace and the
Saturday.
recently established
umbrella organiza�on of
residents 'organiza�ons,
the Na�onal Residents'
Council Avia�on (LBBL).

To give local residents an idea
of the noise when Lelystad
20180530
Airport is open, an empty
Boeing ﬂew along all routes.

local residents/
noise/ Boeing
/routes

Focused codes/ categories related to related to debate on Lelystad Airport growth

21

NRC/ Reportage

1 In six ci�es Saturday a�ernoon protested against growth of
avia�on in the Netherlands. The ci�es are located at six
airports: Schiphol,
Ro�erdam, Eindhoven,impacts:
Maastricht, Eelde
1 Environmental
Effects of low lying flights & Lelystad Airport growth (noise for
and Lelystad.2 The demonstrators oppose the nuisance and
residents,
restrictions
on
recreation
& nature, for Schiphol)
pollu�on that avia�on entails. They want the limit of 500,000
ﬂight movements per year for Schiphol to remain in force
2 Alternative transportation
Protest/ avia�on
"protest in six ci�es" " pollu�on by
protest against avia�on growth in general //
a�er 2020. They also argue for fair compe��on by train as a
growth in the
avia�on" " limit of the ﬂight
3 technical/
legal
uncertainty/limitation
of Lelystad
Airport
growth
1,2,5
pollu�on
of avia�on
"nuisance and air
by introducing/VAT
on airline
cleaner alterna�ve
to the plane , financial
Netherlands/ climate
movement" " train as a cleaner
�ckets and excise duty on kerosene. 3 On the podium MP
pollu�on"/ sustainable energy
4
Governance:
decision-making
lack
of
transparency/
Public
mistrust
in
the
aviation
sector/
change
alterna�ve"
" stop
the avia�on"
Lammert van Raan (PvdD) calls on 'Stop the Avia�on' to
become the lack
central campaign
theme
for the Provincial States
of public
participation.
elec�ons next year. 4 Richard Abbenhuis, Ro�erdam, "We
5
Sustainability
of aviation
& climate change
have to move away from the old economic
thinking andgrowth
make
the switch to6a knowledge
economy
with sustainable
energy.
Benefits
of aviation
growth
So there must be a brake on avia�on. "

7 Schiphol Airport growth
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APPENDIX 1 - CONTENT ANALYSIS OF NRC NEWS (OOSTVAARDERSPLASSEN)
Annotated bibliography
Content analysis

No.

Title (Red highlight: more
relevant)

1

Tweede leven voor de
luchtmachtbasis Twente:
burgerluchtvaart/ Second life N/A
for the Twente air force base:
civil aviation

2

3

Overijssel vreest herrie door
vliegtuigen voor Lelystad/
Overijssel fears noise caused
by aircraft for Lelystad

Rondje Nederland met ruim
duizend kilometer per uur/
Around the Netherlands at
more than a thousand
kilometers per hour

Types of news

Related individual or
organiza�on

Date

Brief

Open Codes

Descrip�on

Twente airport/
government

20170330

Twente Airport has a future as
an 'outdoor laboratory for
avia�on', according to State
Secretary Dijksma.

Twente Airport/
outdoor
laboratoryfor
avia�on

1 In Twente there are quite a few people who want to ﬂy
with a business jet . /// Moreover, the smaller air traﬃc is "a business jet" "opportuni�es for
moving out from Lelystad because of the expansion. Here Twente and Teuge"
are opportuni�es for Twente and Teuge.

1 Alexander ter Kuile
from Haarle. He is one
of the three members of
the Luchtruim Overijssel
working group that
provides Hoog Overijssel
In Overijssel there is unrest
with informa�on, and
about low ﬂying aircra� to
20170404 Lelystad Airport. A
NRC/ Background was head of the
interna�onal
misunderstanding, says State
organiza�on of air
Secretary Dijksma.
traﬃc control
organiza�ons for nine
years. 2 State Secretary
Dijksma. 3 architect Paul
de Ruiter, Studio NRC

NRC/ Background Hyperloop one

Super fast transport through a
tube almost without air
resistance. The American
20170606
company Hyperloop One is just
in the Netherlands to choose
the best European route.

1 "skep�cism about the ﬁnancial feasibility. Lack of
enthusiasm among airlines to move." /"the consequences
for the birds of the Oostvaardersplassen." 2 "Ac�on group
Hoog Overijssel is against low approach routes for Lelystad
Airport. The group fears noise pollu�on above Zwolle, the
Vecht valley, Salland, the Lemelerberg, the Holterberg and
the Weerribben nature reserve, with damaging
consequences for residents, tourism and nature." 3
"Everything is now about the height of the routes. This can
be adjusted, with beneﬁts for all par�es. It is
incomprehensible that poli�cians refuse to take our
proposal seriously. 4 "two so-called wai�ng areas - above
Steenwijkerland and above Hellendoorn / Raalte. If an
Overijssel, low ﬂying
aircra� can not yet land due to circumstances, it ﬂies (laps)
aircra�/noise/
in such a wai�ng area.". 5 "Problem of the proposal for
misunderstanding,
higher ﬂying: the airspace above 6,000 feet is exclusively
State Secretary
reserved for traﬃc to and from Schiphol. " 6 Ter Kuile,
Dutch airspace is managed ineﬃciently and the obsolete
layout blocks growth. "Lelystad can not handle more than
10,000 ﬂights with the current layout." 7 Deputy Bert
Boerman (ChristenUnie) of the province of Overijssel,
"wants "clarity" from Dijksma", "There must be clear
communica�on about the al�tude of the routes and the
number of ﬂights." 8 " I live there myself, this fear is
unjus�ﬁed."---Sharon Dijksma, State Secretary for
Infrastructure and the Environment. 9 architect Paul de
Ruiter, the appearance of Lelystad Airport is designed in the
spirit of Lely, "will be one open space, with a covered hall
as entrance and wood as the most important material",
1clean and quiet (the drive is electric) and cheaper in
construc�on and maintenance 2 Perhaps the biggest
obstacle is social acceptance. Windmills are seen as
Hyperloop One/
horizon pollu�on, resistance to pipes on poles in the
super fast transport/
landscape is obvious.//3 However, Schultz is thinking of a
faster than Boeing
connec�on between Lelystad Airport, which will open in
737
2019 to relieve Schiphol, and Schiphol. Due to a hyperloop,
there will then be one airport. Schultz: "Gate to gate in 4
minutes instead of the current 45 minutes!".

Open codes

Descrip�on

Focused
codes:

interlocked eﬀect on the func�ons of other
airport in the Netherlands : other airport
probably will also take over previous
func�ons from Lelystad Airport

1,6

skep�cism: ﬁnancial
feasibility/inﬂuence on
Oostvaardersplassen/ a�rac�veness
for airlines, against low approach
routes/ noise, higher routes reserved
for Schphol/current routes are not up
for discussion/ ineﬃcient airspace
layout/(terminal) design in the spirit of
Lely

Ac�on group from mainly the northern &
eastern Netherlands, protest against the
low lying ﬂight & ﬂight route op�ons, and
ques�on about why these decisona were
made/ public par�cipa�on/ eﬀect on
residents, tourism, nature

1, 4

alterna�ve transport methods/
connec�on between Schiphol &
Lelystad / social acceptance: visual
impact

proponent & Opponent, facing the same
transport alterna�ve, have diﬀerent
conclusions to the expansion of Lelystad
Airport :1 Proponent: Schiphol & Lelystad
united as one 2 Opponent, air traﬃc could
be replaced by hyperloop, less ﬂight/ clean,
quiet & cheaper tranporta�on with high
speed ( or linkage with other transporta�on)

2
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7

Stille tocht door Lelystad als
1 De S�ch�ng Welzijn
'eerbetoon aan dieren
Grote Grazers. 2
Oostvaardersplassen'// Silent
NRC:background Minister Schouten
tour through Lelystad as
(Landbouw,
'homage to animals
ChristenUnie)
Oostvaardersplassen'

Minister Schouten (ChristenUnie)
20180413 calls on demonstrators not to
escalate the case.

demonstra�on

1 protest groups. 2Spontaneous supplementary ac�on
from the public in March. 3 the Van Geel commission,
new management

1 against massive livestock mortality 2 no access to water
and food 3 ﬁnes for feeding animals 4 animal welfare =
suﬀering 5 hope for improvement for animals, (the advice
on the management that the Van Geel commission will
Protest group including
issue to the Provincial Council on 25 April). 6 a diﬀerence
More than 3,000 deer, horses and
Yvonne Bierman ,
of opinion about the regula�on of the large grazers by
ca�le survived the winter in the
mourning/ mortality of
20180415
NRC: reportage chairman of the
shoo�ng, Most ac�vists are indeed for birth control
Oostvaardersplassen. That is why grazers
'S�ch�ng Welzijn Grote
among those animals.. 7 Yvonne Bierman's proposal: "We
there was a mourning Sunday.
Grazers'.
know that it is not possible to dispose of all the big
grazers. The area must be open. But that should not lead
to the suppression of defenseless animals. "

8

‘Dit is vivisectie met grote
grazers’// 'This is vivisection
with large grazers'

9

1 Terenja Bongers from
Arnhem. 2 Yvonne
Gebied verandert volgens
Bierman, chairman of
Campaigners and animal
PvdD in ‘ordinaire schiettent’/
the Wellbeing Big
organiza�ons are not against less decline of healthy
NRC:background Grazers Founda�on. 3 20180426
Area changes according to
grazers, but the decline of healthy animals/ problem
PvdD in 'ordinary shooting
The Animal Protec�on
animals remains a problem.
gallery'
(Dierenbescherming) 4
Kirsten Schuijt of the
World Wildlife Fund

1 Terenja Bongers, demonstra�on to stop unnecessary
suﬀering, not against shoo�ng. 2 Yvonne Bierman,
chairman of the Wellbeing Big Grazers Founda�on,
number of grazers should be much less… 3 The Animal
Protec�on (Dierenbescherming ), against shoo�ng of
healthy animals, proposes to open up the connec�on to
Horsterwold. 4 same proposal from Kirsten Schuijt of the
World Wildlife Fund. 5 eight years ago, this "robust
connec�on zone" was canceled, when the ﬁrst Ru�e
government cut back on nature and then CDA State
Secretary Henk Bleker withdrew its support.

starva�on

Should public involvement in feeding animals
5,9,11
be part of the current grazer management?

"water and food""spontaneous
feeding"" the area must be open"
-management approach, "birth
control"- popula�on control
measures, management purpose
"grazers", animal welfare- "
suppression of defenseless
animals"

how about overpopula�on of grazers?
Release and allow more access to food &
water in order to reduce animal suﬀering
(more based on a animal welfare
perspec�ve)

"suﬀering" -animal welfare, " the
number of grazers must be much
less""against shoo�ng of healthy
animals" - popula�on control , " shoo�ng of healthy animals
open the connec�on to
Horsterwold" management
approach,

3,5,11

3,4,5

Categories/Focused codes related to conflicts of big grazer management in
Oostvaardersplassen
1 Alternative Oostvaardersplassen/nature management approach
2 Biodiversity of bird habitat
3 Big grazers’ overpopulation control measures etc.)
4 Oostvaardersplassen nature development (extension)
5 Animal welfare of large grazers
6 Oostvaardersplassen & recreation/ tourism
94

7 Wilderness/ appreciation of nature
8 Legal feasibility (of adjusting current management of grazers’ overpopulation)
9 Ecologist led nature conservation practice
10 Water management of Oostvaardersplassen (news NO.4,10) (Flooding partly contributed
to food source scarcity for large grazers last winter/ more wet area in the grassland)
11 Negative emotional reactions against large-scale mortality

APPENDIX 2

160 ha
340 ha

67ha
83.6ha
68.7ha
25.9ha

235ha

60.3ha
65.4ha
190 ha

Total development area:
Phase 1 = 235 + 83.6 + 67 = 385.6 ha
Phase 2 = 385.6 + 60.3 + 68.7 + 25.9 = 540.5ha
Phase 3 = 540.5 + 65.4+ 190 + 340 + 160 = 1296 ha
Accordingly, projects that are based on ‘fluctuation models’ should facilitate the storage of more than the average
precipitation deficit of 122 mm and include also a sufficient‘peak storage’ volume for heavy rainfall. Presently
systems are designed in the Netherlands for example with a storage volume of 180 L/m2 rural and/or urban polder area.
(Schuetze, Chelleri, 2011)
Standard of yearly peak storage (180mm) 180L per square meter
P1
total development area (ha)
total volume (of yearly peak storage )( m³)

P2

P3

385.6

540.5

1296

694,080

972,900

2,340,000

total surface area (of yearly peak storage) with 72cm fluctuation (ha)

96.4

135.1

325

total surface area (of yearly peak storage) with 1.8m fluctuation (ha)

38.6

54.1

130
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